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Executive Summary
Since 2007, the Samir Kassir Foundation (SKF) has been monitoring all forms of violations of freedom
of expression in the Levant in general and in Lebanon in particular. This monitoring has covered
conventional forms of violations, such as killings, arrests, unlawful detentions, undue judiciary actions,
restrictive legislations, and harassment. Over the years, the monitoring has included additional
challenges to freedom of expression related to economic levers impacting the independence of media
actors and technological advances that affect people’s privacy and right to access information.
SKF’s first assumption is that effective advocacy to protect digital rights in Lebanon has to go beyond
the expected circle of human rights NGOs. Building on the “nothing about us without us” principle, SKF
launched the Digital Rights as Human Rights (DRHR) project to understand the level of awareness of
several key segments of the general public of digital rights in general and their own digital rights in particular as a pre-requisite for any successful, subsequent campaign.
To this end, SKF has selected six pilot segments of the Lebanese population to assess their level of
awareness and understanding of the concept of digital rights: journalists, lawyers, school teachers,
university students, physicians (medical doctors), and technology professionals. SKF surveyed and
organized a series of focus group discussions with representatives of the aforementioned groups.
This study has determined, in a fundamental and substantiated manner, a growing interest in digital
affairs. However, it has also shown that individuals do not adopt technical and legal controls to protect
their privacy and ensure their safety. Their awareness of the dangers arising from their unrestricted
activity in the digital space is limited, even among some working in the technology field. The study
also demonstrated a lack of knowledge of the legal procedures available to guarantee their safety and
privacy, which may win them their rights in the event they suffer violations.
SKF’s report showed the impact of the absence of effective laws governing personal and professional
practices in the digital space on the private and professional lives of individuals, and on the behavior of
professional groups. In the absence of these laws, there is no guarantee of the propriety of professionals’
practices vis-à-vis those benefiting from their services. Neither does anything shield people from the harm
they may be exposed to as a result of lawlessness, nor help them obtain their rights in the event of any harm.
The study also highlighted a general conviction that, at the time of writing this report, Lebanon’s official
authorities play no role in enforcing the digital rights of citizens. Aside from surveillance practices
focused on closely monitoring the behavior of individuals on social media networks, carried out by
security agencies, the Lebanese state does nothing to strengthen the digital rights of citizens, despite
demands from all kinds of professional groups and individuals that it do so, by preparing, approving,
and enforcing relevant regulations.
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Introduction
General Context
Since 2007, the Samir Kassir Foundation’s SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom has been
monitoring all forms of violations of freedom of expression in the Levant in general and in Lebanon
in particular. This monitoring has covered conventional forms of violations, such as killings, arrests,
unlawful detentions, undue judiciary actions, restrictive legislations, and harassment. Over the years,
the monitoring has included additional challenges to freedom of expression related to economic levers
impacting the independence of media actors and technological advances that affect people’s privacy
and right to access information.
Hundreds of journalists and online activists have been summoned, over the recent years, by the Internal Security Forces’ (ISF) Cybercrime and Intellectual Property Bureau and some were also detained
for several days. As detailed in a report by Social Media Exchange (SMEX)1 the Cybercrime Bureau is
not the only party involved in surveillance and breaches of privacy. The Ministry of Telecommunications, the Ministry of the Interior and Municipalities, General Security, State Security, the ISF’s Information Branch, and the Military Intelligence are conducting, to varying extents, activities involving
compiling citizens’ data and monitoring their online presence. The legal framework for surveillance
pre-dates the social media era. While some of it is conducted under the Eavesdropping Law No.140
of 1999 and the Telecommunications Law No.431 of 2002, most surveillance activity is extra-legal,
justified by security motives, and reliant on the little-to-no attention that citizens and politicians alike
pay to this issue.
The concerns over digital rights’ violations have led prominent non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
in the country to tackle the issue. SMEX has been thoroughly researching the topic and mapping violations; MARCH published a booklet informing citizens about their digital rights;2 and the Samir Kassir
Foundation (SKF) published an overview of the situation of digital rights in Lebanon3 and a first-of-itskind report on digital rights in the context of electoral campaigns.4 Additionally, since February 2017,
a swift mechanism of information sharing and joint actions has been established among leading inter-

1
2
3
4

Mapping the Landscape of Digital Surveillance in Lebanon, Social Media Exchange, December 2016, https://www.smex.
org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/SMEX-Landscape-Mapping-of-Digital-Surveillance-in-Lebanon.pdf
Freedom of Expression: Know your Digital Rights, MARCH, March 2016, https://marchlebanon.org/media/document/
MARCH_FreedomBookletv9.pdf
Lekas Miller, A., Digital Rights and Online Expression in Lebanon, Samir Kassir Foundation, March 2016, http://www.
skeyesmedia.org/extensions/pdf/Digital_Rights_in_Lebanon.pdf
Digital Rights, Online Media and Electoral Campaigns, Samir Kassir Foundation, February 2016, http://www.skeyesmedia.
org/extensions/pdf/Digital_Rights_Online_Media_and_Electoral_Campaigns.pdf
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national and local NGOs5 in Lebanon; most cases that led to joint statements were related to online
freedom of expression violations. However, all these activities remain:

•
•
•

Limited to an audience of specialists and human rights defenders;
Mostly tackle digital rights from the angle of surveillance and freedom of expression; and
Have been reactive to violations perpetrated or texts drafted or adopted by official bodies, including
the 2018 Electronic Transactions and Personal Data Law.6

As we are still debating issues of surveillance and detention over social media posts, technology is
moving forward. Automation and artificial intelligence (AI) are adding yet another set of opportunities
and challenges that also affect privacy, freedom of expression, and freedom of choice; again, in the total
absence of a legal and/or self-regulatory framework.

Assumptions
SKF’s first assumption is that effective advocacy to protect digital rights in Lebanon has to go beyond
the expected circle of human rights NGOs. Legislative and behavioral change is difficult in Lebanon. But
without public opinion and media pressure, change is impossible. And this is where most of the NGO
action has failed so far, for they have rarely taken the issue of digital rights to other constituencies and
pressure groups, such as the economic circles, leading syndicates, and citizens at large.
The second assumption is that the general public has limited awareness that digital rights go beyond
freedom of expression and surveillance issues. They include the relationship between copyrighted digital works and user permissions and rights related to computers, networks, and electronic devices. They
also include the right of accessing the Internet as well as the right to know what happens with the data
generated by Internet usage. Therefore, each citizen has digital rights, which are integral to human
rights guaranteed by the Constitution and international treaties and covenants.
Building on the “nothing about us without us” principle, SKF launched – with the support of the
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs – the Digital Rights as Human Rights (DRHR) project. DRHR aims
to understand the level of awareness of several key segments of the general public of digital rights
in general and their own digital rights in particular as a pre-requisite for any successful, subsequent
campaign. Awareness raising would be followed by an improved understanding of how digital rights
permeate people’s daily lives in order to develop the appropriate advocacy tools and sets of standards
to better protect and advance digital rights and safety in Lebanon.

5
6

10

SKF, Alef, Legal Agenda, Human Rights Watch, SMEX, Al-Karama Foundation, Media Association for Peace, Centre
libanais des droits humains, MARCH, and Amnesty International, among others.
An “Ugly” New Data Protection Law in Lebanon, Social Media Exchange, October 11, 2018, https://smex.org/an-uglynew-data-protection-law-in-lebanon/
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Project Outline
The general objective of the project is to protect digital rights in Lebanon and more specifically to raise
awareness of digital rights beyond the circle of human rights and freedom of expression NGOs.
To this end, SKF has selected six pilot segments of the Lebanese population to assess their level of
awareness and understanding of the concept of digital rights:
1.

Journalists: They are SKF’s most direct constituency, with whom the Foundation has built strong
ties over the years. They are at the forefront of the battle for freedom of expression and have
faced several challenges related to Lebanon’s antiquated libel, slander, and defamation rules. The
increasing number of journalists who work for online platforms, in the absence of any form of legal
framework, make them also vulnerable to violations related to the ever-changing political climate
in the country.

2.

Lawyers: They are an essential ally in any attempt to reform legislation, assess the legality of
what civil society groups advocate for, and integrate a digital rights approach in legal defense and
strategies. The Bar Associations are among the most influential professional unions in Lebanon.

3.

School teachers: Digital rights in Lebanon would be truly preserved the day digital and media
literacy becomes a part of school curricula. Teachers’ awareness of what digital rights entail will
provide them with tools to scale up their knowledge and pass it on to new generations.

4.

University students: The most avid consumers of online products, applications and social
networks, who are at a critical junction toward professional life.

5.

Technology entrepreneurs: Lebanon’s tech scene is thriving against all odds. Dozens of application
developers and technology engineers are launching online solutions to everyday problems faced
by the Lebanese public or providing new services that entail collecting people’s data. Their buy-in
and ownership of a digital rights agenda is critical for its success.

6.

Physicians: The world of medical technologies is also one of the most affected by data collection,
AI, and automation processes. Medicine is at the nexus of personal information related to the most
private of all information, i.e. personal health, and scientific research. Catching up with the global
debate on digital rights and medicine, made even more urgent by COVID-19, would place Lebanese
doctors at an avant-garde position in the region and would provide an example to other sectors
that are not, at a first glance, aware of their connection to the issue of digital rights.

SKF surveyed and organized a series of focus group discussions with representatives of the
aforementioned groups. The combination of quantitative and qualitative information in the following
pages, provides a much-needed assessment of what members of each group know of digital rights in
general, their digital rights in particular, their attitude towards the protection of digital rights, and their
level of readiness to get involved in campaigns to enhance the protection of digital rights.
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The survey and focus groups were conducted in January and February 2020, before the COVID-19
outbreak was widely covered in the media, and several weeks before the Lebanese government’s
measures to fight the spread of the virus. Test surveys and focus groups were held in 2019 to refine the
questions and discussion guide.
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Relevance of the Concept
The Digital Rights Global Debate
In the space of less than thirty years, the world has transformed into a giant communication network,
altering the concepts of distance and time, and weakening their shackles. Through this network, data and
information travel in immense quantities. It is a world in which the interests of individuals, groups, and
states – that is, natural and juridical persons – have become intertwined. As a result, using the Internet,
social media, and applications of all kinds, and benefiting from electronic services to make transactions,
purchases, sales, and other everyday activities, have become fundamental necessities in the lives of
individuals, and in international politics and economics. This is because they offer opportunities for
democratic participation, freedom of expression, electronic communication with governmental bodies,
administrative transparency, and more.
Indeed, this reality has forced recognition of the use of the Internet as a fundamental human right. The
United Nations has declared access to the Internet to be a human right, and the blocking of such access
to be a violation of international human rights law. The Declaration of Principles by the World Summit
on the Information Society (WSIS) – a UN-affiliated conference – refers to the importance of the right to
free expression in “the Information Society.” As the text of the Declaration states: “We reaffirm, as an
essential foundation of the Information Society, and as outlined in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, that everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; that this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers. Communication is a fundamental social process, a
basic human need and the foundation of all social organization. It is central to the Information Society.
Everyone, everywhere should have the opportunity to participate and no one should be excluded from
the benefits the Information Society offers.”7
Similarly, access to and use of the Internet have become rights enshrined in numerous international laws.
The aforementioned digital opening-up has changed the concepts of data production and information
exchange, such that data and information have become economic commodities, susceptible to trade and
financial valuation, to the extent they now rank among the most valuable resources. This has created new
forms of individual practices and social behavior with repercussions at the personal, group, and global
levels, which must be re-framed, ethically and legally, since many pre-existing ethical concepts and legal
standards are ill-suited to the latest developments driven by innovations in the use of the virtual space.

7

Declaration of Principles, Building the Information Society: a global challenge in the new Millennium, World Summit on
the Information Society, International Communication Union, https://www.itu.int/net/wsis/docs/geneva/official/dop.html
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In a notable update to the concept of human rights, bringing it up to speed with these social and economic
changes and their political impact, the term “digital rights” was coined. Digital rights allow individuals
to use electronic devices (e.g., computers and smart phones) and communications networks to create,
use, and publish digital media. The term “digital rights” encompasses the right – for users, particularly
– to access the Internet, and the rights to data protection; secrecy and privacy; free expression; and
intellectual property.
As for companies providing electronic services and products (e.g., films, books, and games), they too are
victims of infringements upon their privacy and property rights in the event of the illegal circulation of
their products (e.g., by piracy or plagiarism). This may expose them to large financial losses in light of
their investment of vast sums in creating their services and products, and implementing and developing
them, potentially putting their very survival at risk. On another front, institutions and companies
face the challenge of upholding the security of their information stored online, which can be stolen
by hackers, who may also violate the privacy of clients of such firms and institutions. At a time when
data has come to be seen as the most important of economic assets and the essential guarantor of
economic prosperity, companies face the dilemma of whether or not to appropriate and capitalize on
large amounts of data at the expense of respecting individuals’ rights, in the absence of laws regulating
methods of obtaining and making use of data.
The digital rights concept also has political and security dimensions. On the pretext of protecting security
and stability, numerous regimes seek to exploit the Internet to monitor citizens and prosecute them, or
even evaluate their performance against pre-determined criteria for the purpose of shaping personal
behavior and the structure of society.

Digital Rights in the COVID-19 Context
The DRHR project is unfolding at challenging times. After years of laborious headway to enshrine digital
rights, notably through the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation,8 attempts to bring
Lebanon (and other developing countries) to go in the direction of preserving people’s privacy and
ensuring their online freedom have been hit severely by the COVID-19 pandemic. All over the world, and
inspired by the Chinese model, governments have been seeking to increase surveillance and combine
all available data on people’s health, movements and contacts to curb the spread of the virus. Private
companies have identified here new business opportunities and have signed significant contracts with
the public sector that have not been scrutinized as thoroughly as other public procurements due to the
sense of urgency. The consequences on human rights are tremendous.
In a widely read Financial Times op-ed historian Yuval Noah Harari invites the readers to the following
“thought experiment, consider a hypothetical government that demands that every citizen wears a
biometric bracelet that monitors body temperature and heart-rate 24 hours a day. The resulting data
8
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Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of the European Union (General Data Protection
Regulation), Official Journal of the European Union, April 27, 2016, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0679
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is hoarded and analysed by government algorithms. The algorithms will know that you are sick even
before you know it, and they will also know where you have been, and who you have met. The chains of
infection could be drastically shortened, and even cut altogether. Such a system could arguably stop the
epidemic in its tracks within days. Sounds wonderful, right? The downside is, of course, that this would
give legitimacy to a terrifying new surveillance system. If you know, for example, that I clicked on a Fox
News link rather than a CNN link, that can teach you something about my political views and perhaps
even my personality. But if you can monitor what happens to my body temperature, blood pressure and
heart-rate as I watch the video clip, you can learn what makes me laugh, what makes me cry, and what
makes me really, really angry (…) If corporations and governments start harvesting our biometric data en
masse, they can get to know us far better than we know ourselves, and they can then not just predict our
feelings but also manipulate our feelings and sell us anything they want — be it a product or a politician.”9
International human rights organizations and institutions specialized in the defense of digital rights
were prompt to warn against the risks associated to mass surveillance. Nearly 110 organizations issued
a joint appeal stating that “surveillance measures adopted to address the pandemic must be lawful,
necessary and proportionate.”10 The document insisted that “these are extraordinary times, but human
rights law still applies.”11
Yet, issuing calls and protesting violations of digital rights under the excuse of health concerns cannot
be effective in the absence of a supportive public opinion. It is only through a well-informed citizenry
that democracy thrives. “A Deloitte survey of 2,000 consumers in the U.S. found that 91% of people
consent to legal terms and services conditions without reading them. For younger people, ages 18-34
the rate is even higher with 97% agreeing to conditions before reading.”12 It is likely that these same
figures, if not higher, apply to the general population using the Internet and a myriad of apps and social
media platforms. At a time of panic around health, one may easily assume that the few people who read
the terms are not even given the opportunity to do so when their data is used to monitor the spread of
the coronavirus.
Rather than conceding and considering the protection of digital rights a lost cause, there is today an opportunity to better educate the global public opinion about government and corporate practices. This is
the essence of the DHRH project, made more relevant than ever. Answering the key questions that have
materialized about the future of people’s rights and practices, the future of government’s preventive
and regulatory functions, and the consequences of a data-driven economy, will define the 21st century
social contract. The DHRH project aims to include the Lebanese society in the process of answering
these questions alongside the rest of the international community, instead of remaining on the passive,
receptive, and powerless end of the chain.

9
10
11
12

Harari, Y.N., The world after coronavirus, Financial Times, March 20, 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/19d903086858-11ea-a3c9-1fe6fedcca75
Joint civil society statement: States use of digital surveillance technologies to fight pandemic must respect human rights,
European Digital Rights, April 2, 2020, https://edri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Joint-statement-COVID-19-andsurveillance-FINAL1.pdf
ibid
Cakebread, C., You’re not alone, no one reads terms of service agreements, Business Insider, November 15, 2017, https://
www.businessinsider.com/deloitte-study-91-percent-agree-terms-of-service-without-reading-2017-11
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Key Issues in Lebanon
There are many challenges impeding the effective application of the digital rights concept in Lebanon.
They include visible measures, such as summonses and detentions by non-judicial bodies (e.g., the
Cybercrime and Intellectual Property Bureau; the Army Intelligence; State Security; and the General
Directorate of General Security) and the judgments restricting freedom of expression issued against
various opinion-holders on social media platforms and news websites. Critics of certain politicians,
religious figures, and private sector projects have been prosecuted on the basis of articles in the Penal
Code, the Code of Military Justice, and the Publications Law.
Equally, there are a number of covert and invisible practices, such as surveillance, espionage, breaches
of privacy, and the wrongful exploitation of users’ data by commercial entities and security agencies.
Amid this general environment of restrictions on freedoms, what do the Lebanese know about their
rights in the digital space?
Are they aware of the possibility that the information they receive over the Internet may be pre-selected,
refined, and filtered?
Do they know that the information pertaining to their personal and/or professional lives that they willingly
publish on the Internet may be used in a manner of which they do not approve, by entities to which
they have not given consent to use such information in the first place? Do they know the purposes (e.g.,
security-related, economic, commercial, scientific, research-related) for which their information is utilized?
Are individuals and groups in Lebanon familiar with the concept of digital rights, and the available means
of ensuring they are enforced and respected by the various relevant parties?
To what extent are individuals and groups in Lebanon aware of the risks of their digital rights being
violated?
Do they know the identities of the private and governmental bodies capable of carrying out such
violations?
Are they acquainted with the nature of the practices undertaken by these private and governmental
bodies, which may violate the digital rights of individuals and groups?
The above questions and issues form the key drivers of this research on the information and opinions
held by wide segments of the Lebanese society with regard to the digital rights concept and its practical
applications.

16
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Survey Results
Sample Structure

Sample size: 607 respondents
Chart 1: Geographic breakdown

30%
Beirut and Mount Lebanon
South, North and Bekaa

70%

Chart 2: Gender breakdown

50%

50%
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Male
Female
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Chart 3: Age breakdown

22%

26%

18-24
25-44
45+

52%

Table 1: Professional breakdown

Journalists

Lawyers

Doctors

School
teachers

University
students

Tech professionals

Total

Female

54

50

46

54

56

45

305

Male

46

50

57

48

45

56

302

Total

100

100

103

102

101

101

607

Internet Consumption
Chart 4: How often do you use the Internet?

1%
7%

Less than once a day
Once a day
More than 5 hours a day

92%
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Table 2: Why do you use the Internet?

Journalists

Lawyers

Doctors

School
teachers

University
students

Tech professionals

Average

Messaging
applications

97%

96%

90%

96%

86%

93%

93%

Social
media

91%

79%

74%

78%

88%

84%

82%

Read
news

96%

93%

83%

81%

53%

85%

82%

Fulfil
workrelated
tasks

78%

70%

71%

65%

27%

84%

66%

Write
emails

71%

53%

45%

42%

59%

67%

54%

Publish
content

58%

23%

11%

16%

18%

22%

24%

Financial
transactions

20%

16%

28%

11%

11%

45%

22%

The overwhelming majority use the Internet more than five hours a day. They mainly use the Internet to
communicate via messaging apps (WhatsApp, Viber, Skype…), surf social media networks, and read news.
Less than the quarter of the respondents conduct financial transactions (including e-payment) online.
Reading news online is prominent among journalists; much less among university students. Journalists
and university students tend to be the most active on social media networks. And, tech professionals
are much more likely to operate financial transactions online than any other group.
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Digital Rights Awareness
Chart 5: Are you familiar with the concept of digital rights?

40%

Yes
No

60%

Chart 6: What are digital rights?

Right to privacy

71%

Right to data protection

64%

Right to freedom of thought,
expression and information online

59%

Copyrights

47%

Right to access the Internet

43%

Right to know what happens with the
data generated by Internet usage

35%

Rights related to computers,
networks, and electronic devices

35%

Don’t know

20

3%
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Chart 7: How important are digital rights to you?
1%

7%

17%

15%

57%

1.
Not at all important

2.
Somehow not important

3.
Average importance

4.
Somehow important

5.
Very important

More than half of the respondents said they are familiar with the concept of digital rights and nearly
three quarters consider it (somehow or very) important. A majority of individuals who are familiar with
the digital rights concept mostly associate it with the right to privacy, the right to data protection, and
the right to freedom of expression and information online.

Chart 8: Are you concerned about violations of your digital rights?

5%

Yes

41%

No

54%

Don’t know

Chart 9: If yes, what is the source of your concern for digital rights?
Individuals

61%

Private companies

45%

National government
Political parties

Digital Rights Awareness In Lebanon

39%
1%
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More than half of the people are concerned about the violation of their digital rights. For those who have
concerns, the major source of concern are individuals who would violate their rights. The fear that violations would come from the national government was expressed by less than 40% of the respondents.

Chart 10: Who is responsible for safeguarding digital rights?

National governments

63%

Private companies

63%

Supranational organizations

22%

NGOs

8%

Individual users

6%

Most people believe that national governments and private companies are responsible for safeguarding
digital rights.

Digital Rights in Lebanon
Chart 11: Are there specific laws in Lebanon regulating the digital world and online speech?

17%
Yes

44%

No
Don’t know

39%
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Chart 12: If yes, what are the laws that are used to protect your rights?

Right to freedom of expression

36%

Defamation laws

33%

Publications law

31%

Personal data protection law

26%

Penal code

23%

Online frauds

22%

e-Transations law
Audiovisual media law

18%
10%

Women’s rights laws

7%

I don’t know

7%

Less than half of the people said they knew about the existence of specific laws in Lebanon that protect
their digital world and online speech, while the rest either believe there are no such laws or do not
know about specific laws in Lebanon. Out of those who said they were aware of existing laws, more
than a third mentioned a general constitutional
principle, but not a specific parliament-adopted
legislation. The second answer, defamation laws,
is in fact included in the penal code and is not a
stand-alone regulation. The personal data protection law and the e-transactions law are in fact
combined in one text, adopted in October 2018.
Chart 12 shows that while people think they know
of existing Lebanese legislation, they in fact refer

While people think they
know of existing Lebanese
legislation, they in fact refer
to vague concepts and often
not to actual, enforced
regulations.

to vague concepts and often not to an actual, enforced regulation.
Out of the 60% of the people familiar with the concept (Chart 5), 57% say there are laws in Lebanon that
protect digital rights. Whereas out of the 40% who are not familiar with the concept, only 24% say there
are laws that protect digital rights and 52% who think that such laws do not exist.
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Chart 13: Which actors/institutions investigate offenses committed in the digital space in
Lebanon?

ISF Cyber-crime Bureau

63%

ISF Information Branch

19%

I don’t know

15%

General Security

14%

Judiciary
Military Intelligence
Ministry of the Interior
Publications Court

12%
5%
4%
2%

Chart 14: Which actors/institutions prosecute offenses committed in the digital space in
Lebanon?

Lebanese courts

39%

ISF Cyber-crime Bureau

30%

ISF Information Branch

21%

I don’t know

17%

Internal Security Forces
General Security

15%
11%

Most of the people responded that the Internal

Lebanese people still largely
misunderstand the roles and
duties of law enforcement
and judicial institutions.

Security Forces, particularly the Cyber-crime
Bureau, investigate offenses committed in the
digital space. As for who prosecutes offenses, less
than 40% mentioned the courts. Charts 13 and
14 show a confusion in people’s mind between
investigating and prosecuting, whereas these two

processes, while connected, refer to different rules and are undertaken by different institutions. Beyond
the issue of digital rights, the answers show a larger issue of misunderstanding of the roles and duties
of law enforcement and judicial institutions.
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Chart 15: What are the biggest threats to digital rights in Lebanon?

Mass surveillance

60%

Mishandling of data

49%

Lack of education on how to
protect one’s privacy

48%

Hacking attacks by criminal entities

43%

Lack of legislation to protect digital
rights

40%

Lack of interest in digital rights in
the Lebanese population

26%
25%

Arbitrary law enforcement
Monopoly of digital service
providers

20%
18%

Lack of digital infrastructure

Chart 16: Can you remember a case of digital rights abuse in Lebanon that was in the news?
Ziad Itani
Nude leaks

20%
31%

Defamation of Lebanese politicians
Insulting religious symbols on social media

10%

Disclosure of private information

4%
12%

5%
8%

10%

Leak of telecom companies’ databases
Other
Don’t know

Regardless of their level of detailed awareness of the concept, the Lebanese public is widely aware of
the threats their digital rights face, starting with mass surveillance seen as the biggest threat by the
majority. Yet, it is noteworthy that the case of digital rights abuse that most people remember is not a
case of mass surveillance, but a deliberate misuse and manipulation of data that targeted actor Ziad
Itani13 in 2017-2018.

13

Abbas H., Framing Ziad Itani: Accusations of Treason to Control the Lebanese People, Raseef22, March 14, 2018, https://
raseef22.com/article/1071550-framing-ziad-itani-accusations-treason-control-lebanese-people
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Chart 17: Is there a threat to your digital rights when you are not using the Internet?

8%

36%

Yes
No
Don’t know

56%

More than half of the sample (56%) believe that there are no threats to digital rights in the offline world,
outside one person’s direct use of the Internet. This number reaches 66% among the people who are
not aware of the concept of digital rights. Yet, even among those who said they were aware of the concept, half the respondents did not see threats to digital rights when they are not using the Internet.
Out of the 36% who believed there were threats to digital rights when they are not using the Internet,
38% cited the risk of hacking, 26% their mobile phones as a source of risk, and 22% their social media
accounts. These top-three answers, nonetheless, are all linked to the Internet connection. No answers
tackled the issue of surveillance cameras, database handling by third parties, or credit card fraud.

Chart 18: Have you ever refrained from certain online activities out of fear of surveillance
and/or repercussion?

3%

32%

Yes
No

65%

Don’t know

Nearly two thirds of the respondents never refrained from any sort of online activities out of fear of
surveillance or repercussion.
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Chart 19: Which online activities have you refrained from out of fear of surveillance and/or
repercussion?

Express a political opinion

28%

Upload certain information

28%

Download random app

27%

Engage in social media activity

21%

Prefer not to say

13%

Share controversial articles

11%

Online shopping

10%

Online banking

6%

Contact people in certain countries

5%

Among the 32% of respondents who said they have refrained from some online activities out of fear
of surveillance and/or repercussion, expressing political opinions, uploading some private information,
and downloading random applications were among the main activities that respondents have avoided.

Personal Digital Hygiene
Chart 20: Can you be anonymous on the Internet?

6%
23%
Yes
No
Don’t know

71%

A significant majority of respondents believe that they cannot be anonymous on the Internet.
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Chart 21: How do you ensure anonymity?

Fake accounts

46%

Do not disclose personal info

38%

VPN

21%

Incognito browser

18%

Disable location services

11%

TOR

9%

Prefer not to say

7%

Never use credit cards for online
purchases

6%

Only use public WiFi

4%

For the 23% who believe that being anonymous on the Internet is possible, the plurality of respondents
creates fake accounts. The worrying trend revealed by this question is that most of the answers refer to
techniques that cannot, in any way, guarantee any form of anonymity, which points out to a very weak
knowledge of how the Internet works14. Measures that are closest to ensuring some levels of anonymity,
i.e. using VPN and the TOR browser, were cited by less than 5% of the overall sample.

Chart 22: Do you change the privacy settings of your online accounts?
3%
9%
Never

36%

18%

Sometimes
Most of the time
Always
Don’t know

34%

14

How the Internet Works, TOTEM Project, Free Press Unlimited, April 1, 2019, https://learn.totem-project.org/courses/
course-v1:Totem+TP_IP_001+2018/about
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More than two thirds of the respondents never or rarely check and change the privacy settings of their
online accounts, including on their email provider, social media accounts, and search engine.

Chart 23: Do you read the terms of service of websites and online platforms?

7%
14%

Never

42%

Most of the time
Always
I try but don’t understand

38%

A slight majority of respondents said they always or most of the time read the terms of services of
websites and online platforms, which comes in a stark contrast with most existing online studies. Yet, a
sizable plurality (42%) recognizes never reading the terms of services.

Chart 24: What do you use to protect your digital rights?

Nothing

64%

VPN on phone

13%

VPN on computer

10%

Disable cookies

10%

HTTPS

10%

Pseudonyms

9%

TOR

9%

Encrypted messengers
PGP

8%
5%

Nearly two thirds of the participants claimed they did absolutely nothing to protect their digital rights;
meanwhile, a VPN, in its different varieties, seems like the most common tool utilized by the few individuals showing some level of caution.
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Table 3: What are the means through which one can protect their digital rights?

Journalists

Lawyers

Doctors

School
teachers

University
students

Tech professionals

Average

Nothing

65%

71%

76%

78%

54%

39%

64%

VPN phone

9%

10%

7%

4%

17%

33%

13%

VPN
computer

8%

6%

2%

2%

14%

30%

10%

DNT /
Disabled
cookies

12%

7%

8%

4%

9%

19%

10%

HTTPS

11%

2%

3%

2%

10%

30%

10%

Pseudonyms

7%

7%

5%

9%

16%

13%

9.5%

TOR

10%

11%

8%

7%

6%

12%

9%

Interestingly, the lack of action and caution vis-à-vis digital rights and protection applies to all the
aforementioned professions/subgroups under study. Nevertheless, the level of caution is slightly higher
amongst university students and tech professionals, who have a more diversified and informed outlook
on protection tools, most notably with HTTPS (at a striking 30%, which is large relative to the usage of
this tool by other participants), VPN, and DNT/disabled cookies.

Chart 25: Have your digital rights been violated in the past two weeks?
2%
10%

Yes
No
Don’t know

88%
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Chart 26: How relevant are digital rights in your profession?

5%
33%

Don’t know

27%

Not relevant at all
Partly relevant
Very relevant

35%

The above chart reveals a deep (and almost equal) division between the people who find digital rights
very relevant on the one hand and those who do not on the other hand. One may hypothesize that the
profession type plays an important role in determining the level of interest one has in digital rights.

Chart 27: Have you been trained on digital rights issues?

9%

5%
Don’t know

23%

Not at all
A lot
Every day

63%

Table 4: How relevant are digital rights in your profession or domain?

Journalists

Lawyers

Doctors

School
teachers

University
students

Tech professionals

Very relevant

61%

36%

17%

17%

13%

58%

Partly relevant

29%

49%

48%

34%

21%

27%

Not relevant at all

9%

14%

32%

48%

45%

14%

Don’t know

1%

1%

4%

1%

22%

1%
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This confirms the analysis of Chart 26. There is a vast discrepancy between groups such as tech
professional and journalists on the one hand (with 58% and 61% who find digital rights “very relevant”
respectively), and groups such as doctors and university students on the other hand (with only 17%
and 13% who find digital rights “very relevant” respectively). Interestingly, university students mark the
largest fraction of group participants who do not know much about the topic – with 22% of students
claiming to have little awareness of digital rights. Another striking fact is that 48% of school teachers
do not find digital rights relevant to their profession; one may hence anticipate adaptive difficulties
pertaining to online learning during pandemics. This is telling of a need to amplify the awareness of such
an issue within the curriculum.

Sector-Specific Responses
Journalists
Chart 28: Have you ever feared publishing content?
1%

Yes

53%

46%

No
Don’t know

Chart 29: Have you ever been investigated for something published online?
2%
8%

Yes
No
Don’t know

90%
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Chart 30: Have you taken measures to protect digital rights at work?
4%

Yes

48%

48%

No
Don’t know

Chart 31: What are the measures taken to protect digital rights at work?

Changing passwords

46%

Be careful of what to share

42%

Not saving passwords in browsers

31%

Use the highest level of anti-virus
security

23%
21%

Copyright statement

17%

Encryption
Refusing to install remote IT
management software

13%

I prefer not to say

8%

Locking PC when taking a break

2%

Consent forms

2%

Journalists seem to prefer less complex and more direct resolutions to issues pertaining to digital rights.
These include but are not restricted to changing passwords (at 46%), being careful about what is being
shared (42%), and not saving passwords in their browsers (31%). This generally makes sense of the ways
in which journalists use fast and mobile solutions to their issues.
All in all, there is a need to re-evaluate the precautions being taken to protect journalists’ digital security,
given an overwhelming fear of publishing content that may not please powerful actors in the country
(at 46% according to Chart 28), alongside a general lack of protective measures taken by journalists
themselves. As demonstrated in Chart 31, the solutions provided by journalists (most probably due
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to a lack of adequate training) are trivial and not adapted to sector-specific risks (the largest fraction
restricted themselves to solely changing passwords). More complex tools (such as encryption) are not
generally utilized by the profession. This is not to mention that Chart 31 solely covers the journalists
who actually claimed to take precautions in the field of digital security, which sends a worrying signal
towards journalists’ digital security as a whole.

Lawyers
Chart 32: Are there any threats originating from the digital space?

5%
21%
Yes
No
Don’t know

74%

Chart 33: If existent, what are the risks originating in the digital space?

Invasion of privacy

76%

Hacking information

57%

Using the data against me

43%

Malware

33%

Hate campaigns online

29%

There is no cyberspace regulation
system in Lebanon

19%

Breaching copyrights

5%

Reporting social media accounts

5%

While invasion of privacy and hacking personal information are expectedly common to all individuals
across professions, only a minority of lawyers who claim to be aware of these threats is particularly
cautious about ways in which data can be used against them (43%) and hate campaigns (29%). In
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the Lebanese context, given the excessively polarized political discourse, lawyers may tend to find
themselves configured into certain categorizations, consequently inflaming a lot of hate towards their
work, opinions, and lawsuit choices. This is primarily important for lawyers who claim to take issue with
invasion of privacy (at 76% of those claiming awareness of threats) and information hacking (at 57%
of those claiming awareness of threats), especially when their work relates to sensitive conversations
occurring between differing parties.

Chart 34: What are the activities you refrain from on the digital space?
82%

18%

5%

5%

Statement by
a client

Contacting people in
speciﬁc countries

Opening
the camera

Using code names and
vague language

While 74% of lawyers claim that there are no threats originating from the digital space, some level of
responsibility is, nonetheless, demonstrated on their part with regard to the relationship with their
clients, most probably induced by a fear over reputation and personal status as they build their networks.
Lawyers are primarily cautious about releasing any statement written and/or utilized by clients on the
Internet on the one hand (82%), and contacting people in specific countries on the other hand (18%);
these countries may have peculiar legal/political statuses: sanctions, authoritarian structures, state of
war with Lebanon, etc.

Chart 35: Are there any measures taken to protect digital rights?

38%

Yes
No

62%
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Chart 36: If so, what measures are generally taken to protect digital rights?
50%

37%

32%

3%

Changing
passwords

Apply whatever is necessary
and according to Lebanese law

Consent
forms

Encryption

While relatively simple and menial tasks, like changing passwords, apply to lawyers, particularly those
with little-to-no technical experience/learning, it is no surprise that familiarity with the law pushes lawyers
towards a legal approach. This is demonstrated by the fact that 37% of the minority who declare taking
protective measures for their digital rights say they apply whatever is necessary according to the law.

Chart 37: Does Law No.81 have an impact on your work?

10%

15%
Yes
No
Don’t know

75%

A rather striking statistic shows how lawyers are overwhelmingly either unaware of or disillusioned with
the effectiveness of the very law that aims to address protection of data in Lebanon. This low awareness
of or confidence in legal matters comes at odds with the initial importance they gave to amplifying
protection mechanisms via legal measures.
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Chart 38: If so, what impacts does the aforementioned law have on your work?

Preserving the rights

20%

Preventing someone from steeling
your personal info

20%

Don’t know

13%

Prevent hackers

13%

Stop abusing the electronic rights

13%

I will be conﬁdent that there will be
punishment for the hacking
attempts
Private and safe messaging with
the customers

13%
13%

While a minority of lawyers did indeed suggest that Law No.81 has an impact on their work, the vast
majority of those were unable to specify specific ramifications of the law. Instead, general and vague
outputs, such as “preserving rights” (20%) and “preventing someone from stealing your personal info”
(20%) were highlighted.

School Teachers
Chart 39: Are there any threats originating in the digital space?
3%
17%
Yes
No
Don’t know

80%

Interestingly enough, teachers are strikingly unaware of threats originating in the digital space – this
should ring an alarm bell given the COVID-19 developments, which have pushed teachers into using online learning platforms. One would therefore posit the need for a swift and urgent adaptation process.
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Chart 40: If existent, what are the risks originating in the digital space?
71%

53%

12%

Internet bullying

System hacking

Child abuse

Interestingly, the sensitivities and concerns of teachers generally pertain to factors affecting the well-being
of their students, whom are most susceptible to online child abuse and Internet bullying. While the former
shaped 12% of the teachers’ concerns, the latter almost constituted a three-quarters percentage point.

Chart 41: Do you believe students have sufficient knowledge to navigate the digital world
safely?

12%
24%
Yes
No
Don’t know

65%
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Chart 42: If not, who should undertake the role of educating them?

Schools

67%

Private companies

17%

Families

8%

Don’t know

5%

Non-Governmental Organizations

3%

I prefer not to say

1%

The fact that 67% of teachers consider it is the schools’ responsibility to educate on online risks indicates
a sense of responsibility towards guaranteeing the digital and privacy rights of students on the Internet.

Chart 43: Are digital rights part of your curriculum?
2%

20%
Yes
No
Don’t know

78%
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University Students
Chart 44: For students: Are you confident to navigate the digital world safely?

13%

23%
Yes
No
Don’t know

64%

Chart 45: Who has the role to educate students?

Schools/universities

88%

Private companies

23%

Families

20%

Don’t know

12%

Non-Governmental Organizations

2%

I prefer not to say

2%

Government organizations

2%

Although students also share the belief that schools and universities are responsible for educating them
in the domain of digital rights (88%), a sizable minority also take into account the relevance of private
companies (23%) and family education (20%). Teachers themselves did not share the perception of
these two institutions playing that role to the same extent.
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Chart 46: Are there any risks originating in the digital space?

8%
22%
Yes
No
Don’t know

70%

Chart 47: If so, what are these risks?
50%

38%

13%

Personal data can be violated

Don’t know / Nothing

Bullying

Amongst the students concerned with digital safety and the risks associated with various digital
violations, 50% of the sample are primarily concerned with preserving their privacy and personal data.
While bullying remains an important factor for students concerned with their digital safety, it was only
cited as a risk by 13% of the sample.
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Chart 48: Have you ever refrained from using the digital space?

17%

24%
Yes
No
Don’t know

59%

Chart 49: What are some activities you refrained from using this digital space?

Don’t know

42%

Express myself freely

38%

Didn’t look for information on
the Internet

21%

Less usage of social media
platforms

21%
4%

I prefer not to say

The dynamic of forfeiting free speech in exchange for security is common among 38% of the students
who said that they have refrained from using the digital space. This reflects a tendency to avoid any
confrontation with online political opponents and antagonistic users.

Chart 50: Have you ever been investigated for publishing online? Or are you aware of other
individuals interrogated for publishing online?

14%

18%
Yes
No
Don’t know

68%
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Chart 51: If so, what are the reasons for their investigation?

Don’t know

72%

Libel and defamation of politicians

11%

Scandals

11%

Information branch questioning
them about posts on social media

6%

Posting something related to the
country’s current situation

6%

Although the vast majority of students could not give a specific explanation behind actions taken against
other online users, a small minority linked such actions with libel and defamation of politicians or posts
about the political situation, echoing the tense relationship with the political class.

Technology Professionals
Chart 52: Are there any threats originating in the digital space?

7%

Yes

48%
46%

No
Don’t know

While tech professionals have obviously demonstrated a greater degree of awareness of the threats
that may permeate the digital sphere, the almost-equal division of affirmatives and negatives within
this chart still suggests a sense of confusion and discrepancy about the role of digital rights and their
specific constituents.
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Chart 53: If so, what are the risks originating in the digital space?
50%

19%

17%

15%

Leaking information and
private projects /
data security

Don’t know

Hacking and sensitive
data breach

Stealth of code

Chart 54: Do you take measures to protect your digital rights at work?

5%

Yes

36%

No

59%
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Chart 55: If so, what kind of measures do you usually take to protect your digital rights?

Using a VPN

30%

Encryption and secure data
transfers

28%

Usage of secured network

27%

Have separate work/personal
laptop

25%

Do not exchange personal/
sensitive information via chatting
applications

23%
17%

Don’t know
7%

Basic privacy measures
No installation of unveriﬁed
software / usage of licensed
software

3%

I prefer not to say

3%

Antivirus

3%

As anticipated, tech professionals enjoy the greatest degree of diversity in terms of identifying/using the
appropriate tools to protect their digital presence. These include but are not restricted to using a VPN (at
30%), encryption and secure data transfer (28%), and the usage of a secured network (27%). However,
it is striking that a sizeable 17% of the participants still could not mention any tool for the protection of
digital rights.

Chart 56: Do you take a product’s effect on digital rights into consideration?
3%

19%

27%

Always
Most of the times
Sometimes
Never

30%

21%
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While the majority of participants mentioned that they would at least sometimes take digital rights into
consideration when working on or releasing a tech product, nearly a quarter either do not or lack awareness of the issue, which demonstrates a relative lack of normative commitment towards digital rights as
a moral concept more generally.

Chart 57: Are you confident in safeguarding the digital rights of consumers?

9%

Yes

50%

No

41%

Don’t know

While one may assume that tech professionals have acquired enough training to pursue confident
check-ups on their digital security (and that of consumers), 41% of these professionals have denied
confidence in their knowledge of these techniques. This raises questions about the weak focus on digital
safety as a topic within academic curricula and professional training processes.

Chart 58: Where would you wish to get more information?

Schools / Universities

31%

Private companies

27%

Your employer

18%

Non-Governmental Organizations

11%

Don’t know

8%

I prefer not to say

4%

I don’t trust any source

1%

The Internet

1%

Despite tech professionals’ familiarity with the Internet and other non-traditional and modern sources
of information, 31% believe that schools and universities, i.e. more traditional spaces for learning and
training, ought to be the places where knowledge on digital security and safety is garnered.
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Physicians
Chart 59: Are there any threats originating in the digital space?

8%

15%
Yes
No
Don’t know

77%

Chart 60: If so, what are the risks originating in the digital space?
73%

60%

13%

Access to my patient data /
sensitive data breach

Hacking

Don’t know

With 73% of the small minority of doctors that is aware of threats to digital rights choosing “access to
patient data” as the main risk associated with the digital space, it is rather clear that ethical caution
towards their patients remains a significant concern for most physicians. One may explore ways in which
this model of ethical consciousness can be further expanded in the sector.
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Chart 61: Overall, whose digital rights are threatened?

Nobody

47%

Patients

29%

Doctors

22%

Health care system

18%

Don’t know

9%

Chart 62: What type of digital rights are threatened?
71%

40%

13%

7%

Privacy of
health data

Practitioner-Patient
relations due to lack of
conﬁdentiality

Don’t know

Functioning of health
care provision

The percentage points attributed to “privacy of health data” and “practitioner-patient relations due to
lack of confidentiality” in this chart reaffirm the prior point made about the physician-patient ethical
consciousness (see above in Chart 60), which has legally and socially matured.

Chart 63: Does law No.81 have an impact on your work?

6%
23%
Yes
No
Don’t know

71%
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Chart 64: If so, what are these impacts?
67%

50%

17%

17%

Protects my data
from being hacked

It protects the privacy
of doctors and patients

Helps me know my rights
and duties concerning
digital rights

Ability to follow the
criminal in this domain
by the judiciary

First and foremost, it is important to emphasize that Chart 64 solely applies to those who chose “yes” in
the prior answer, i.e. said they were aware of Law No.81’s impact on their work. This puts these answers
in the context of the wide lack of knowledge with regard to ways in which the law may protect physicians
from a myriad of threats. Even within this relatively small minority, not many actors are aware of specific
components of the law.

Chart 65: Do you take measures to protect your digital rights at work?

7%
30%
Yes
No
Don’t know

63%
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Chart 66: If so, what are these measures taken?

Password protection

65%

Separate private life from work

52%

TOR/VPN
Protected hosting and encryption
Bringing experts

23%
10%
3%

Similar to other professions lacking technical skills and familiarity with digital concerns, the solutions
provided by the 30% of physicians who do take measures remain limited to day-to-day tasks such as
password protection (65%) and separating private life from work (52%).
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Focus Group Results
Methodology
Focus Groups and Qualitative Research
The qualitative portion of this study relied on the focus group research method, whereby opinions were
solicited from samples representing individuals and groups within Lebanese society about digital rights
issues. Their responses concerning the challenges they faced in their personal and professional lives
due to their use of the Internet formed the study’s core material. Research was also conducted into
the ways they viewed other entities – governmental and non-governmental – as having a positive or
negative influence in the digital space, especially with respect to the utilization of data produced by the
individuals affiliated with the professional groups represented in the focus groups.
The study covered the following six groups within Lebanese society: journalists; lawyers; school teachers;
university students; tech professionals; and physicians.
In total, nine groups of a maximum of twelve people were formed, in accordance with criteria ensuring
consistent gender mixes and similar age ranges, and socio-professional affiliations. These nine groups
comprised one each for physicians (also referred to as doctors hereinafter), lawyers, and technology
experts, and two each for journalists, school teachers, and university students.

Discussion Structure
The focus group discussions were structured around the following key components:

•
•

Identical questions posed to all groups;

•
•

Videos and/or journalistic articles shown to all groups; and

Questions specific to each group, according to their social function, personal experiences, and/or
professional expertise;
Videos and/or journalistic articles specific to each group, according to their social function, personal
experiences, and/or professional expertise.
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Ethical Standards
The research team adhered to the application of precise ethical standards. The focus group participants
were informed of the identity of the organization carrying out the study – that is, the Samir Kassir Foundation – and the nature of the study and its objectives (determining the extent to which various groups
within the Lebanese society know about digital rights, how to defend them, and the effects of these
rights’ absence on everyday life; collating the information gathered through the focus groups into a
report, and using it to develop a support mechanism and fundamental standards for the strengthening
of digital rights in Lebanon). Participants were also informed of the various phases of the study’s implementation in the short and medium terms.
Additionally, participants were assured that the research team would maintain the secrecy of their identities and other personal information, particularly when publishing the results of the study, so as to
guarantee their freedom to express their opinions.

Discussions and Analysis
There was consensus among participants in all nine focus groups that the existence of a “complementary life” on the Internet was a reality – albeit a virtual one – parallel to physical reality, both directly and
indirectly affecting the course of events offline in public and private life.

Journalists
How the Internet is used: Ends and means
Journalist participants reported using the Internet intensely on a daily basis (averaging ten hours per
day), for both personal and professional purposes, on their computers and smart phones.
Twitter was among the platforms most used by participants as a source of political information and an
outlet for the posting thereof. Facebook and YouTube were also used by some to watch videos documenting events. WhatsApp was utilized as a means of communicating with others, more so than email, since
WhatsApp allows for faster communication. Participants added that they use Google’s search engine to
obtain information, while also accessing news on the Instagram application and on news websites.
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Privacy and surveillance
Participants said that although the “social credit” system15 of surveilling and evaluating individuals’
behavior was not operative in Lebanon in a systematic, organized, and institutionalized manner, the
surveillance component of it existed nonetheless. There are files held by “officials” containing information about individuals, kept for a day of reckoning; that is, these individuals may be held to account for
their actions should officials find them objectionable. One participant said, “If someone writes something
against them [i.e., politicians], I’ve heard them say, ‘We’re preparing a file for them’,” meaning the politicians intend to prosecute their opponents on trumped-up charges constructed by monitoring their
actions and movements.
While discussing the exposure of Internet users to surveillance by various entities, participants noted
that a system similar to the social credit system adopted in China has become widespread, albeit to
varying degrees, in “smart” cities such as Dubai and others in Japan, the United States, and elsewhere,
irrespective of whether individuals consented to the system or not. They opposed the application of an
equivalent system in Lebanon, given that it detracts from personal and public freedoms, and because it
makes the quantity and quality of services received by citizens dependent on a continuous evaluation
of their heavily-monitored personal behavior, undermining their human rights (e.g., freedom of expression) and negatively affecting their quality of life (by depriving them of services and subjecting them to
a life of permanent fear and psychological pressure).
In this context, one participant said that the sectarian cultures, doctrines, and traditions, as well as
the differing systems of thought prevailing in Lebanon make it impossible to apply such a system of
surveillance in the country. Another participant doubted the ability of the Lebanese state to implement
an integrated system of surveillance due to its “backwardness,” though he noted that various kinds of
private companies, including banks and telecommunications firms in particular, have in fact adopted
a similar system in their dealings with clients. Another spoke of the Lebanese state’s “police state” aspects, and its “disposition” toward surveillance, and how since 2005 telecommunications data has been
utilized by Lebanon’s competing security agencies as well as Hezbollah to expand the scope of their surveillance and create “large files,” to the point of applying a system similar to China’s social credit system.
This respondent said the mutual competition between the official security agencies, seen by some as a
“guarantee” against suppression of freedom and privacy by these same agencies, was merely incidental.
Participants noted the undertaking by Lebanon’s General Security and other security agencies of
espionage and prosecution of people for the writing and voicing of opinions. In this context, one said that
while working for a newspaper that has since closed down, shortly after publishing an article defending
someone who had posted an opinion on Twitter critical of a politician, he received a complete file containing
all the opinions and stances he had published on Twitter and Facebook, which had been monitored by
15

A system that has already become a reality in China, where one cannot use a cell phone without unlocking the SIM
card via facial recognition technology, meaning that every smart phone user becomes subject to surveillance in the
streets and public places by facial recognition cameras. Thus, the behavior of Internet users, and the results of their
surveillance by the cameras, produce ratings for each user; ratings that vary second-by-second according to the
user’s behavior on the Internet and in public places. These ratings increase if a user helps someone, for example, and
decrease if the user commits a certain violation, or behaves disrespectfully toward others. While in Beijing and other
provinces this system of surveillance leads to services being provided to people based on their ratings, in the Xinjiang
region it is used to monitor and persecute the Uyghur Muslim minority population.
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the intelligence agencies and compiled within this file. He also received a phone call from a security
agency asking him to view this file. Another participant mentioned that Lebanon’s security agencies use
technology to monitor key words when eavesdropping on phone calls and surveilling electronic accounts.
The journalists opposed the imposition of any surveillance system based on monitoring and/or tracking
citizens, noting the existence of an intelligence system in Lebanon, as well as intelligence systems
belonging to other nearby countries, all intervening in the affairs of Lebanese citizens, causing them
anxiety and fear. One participant pointed out that in addition to the official security agencies in Lebanon
conducting electronic espionage, Hezbollah was another entity hacking phones and carrying out
electronic espionage activities.
The journalists had no trust whatsoever that any

Journalists have no trust
that any surveillance system
would serve the interests of
citizens, even if it provided
the requirements of a decent
life in return.

surveillance system would serve the interests
of citizens, especially if it were operated by an
authoritarian entity using it for its own interests,
even if it provided citizens with all the requirements
of a decent life.
On the other hand, one participant said that the
sole positive aspect of implementing a surveillance
system could be fighting crime, and guaranteeing

security and public order. Yet, this would not enhance citizenship and good behavior in a positive way,
since citizens’ adherence to this behavior would be based on fear and oppression, rather than conviction.
One journalist said he was certain that the phones of journalists and political activists are hacked and
surveilled, based on what he described as confirmed information. He added that the assassination of
Samir Kantar,16 for example, was carried out after his movements were tracked through his phone.
Another participant said she does not talk about sensitive topics – specifically those pertaining to
security – with anyone over the phone, turning instead to the Signal application when speaking about
such subjects. Others said they only spoke over WhatsApp if they wanted to address personal issues,
believing there was no possibility of hacking the application, though others asserted it was in fact
possible to hack WhatsApp and eavesdrop on calls made through it.
One participant said she strove to limit the amount

Most Internet users only have
in mind how other users can
use and view their personal
data, but ignore what private
companies do with their data.

of personal and familial material she posted on
her social media pages, instead posting only her
journalism articles. Another participant said most
Internet users, when seeking to uphold their privacy,
only have in mind how other users can use and
view their personal data, but ignore what private
companies such as Facebook can do with their data.

16

Lebanese militant, detained in Israel in 1979 after conducting a military attack in Naharaya, released in a prisoners’
exchange deal in 2008. He later joined Hezbollah and was killed in 2015 in an airstrike in Syria.
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Another journalist participant recommended the following measures in order to protect privacy and
personal safety when using the Internet: taking caution when making phone calls; refraining from giving
precise information except to trusted people; only using encrypted applications and email clients;
canceling location features, or using a VPN; and choosing Facebook friends carefully and only after
checking their identities thoroughly. Others, however, were not so cautious when using the Internet,
sufficing instead with regulating their personal behavior, limiting their expression of political opinions
on social media platforms, and using WhatsApp to make their phone calls.
Other measures adopted by participants in their efforts to protect their privacy and data include
changing passwords; covering their computer cameras; refraining from opening links of uncertain
sources; downloading only a limited number of applications; and not using Wi-Fi in public places. Still,
they cite thoughts along the lines of, “Who am I? What’s the significance of my data compared to others’ from
the perspective of those doing the surveillance?” This makes them lax in adopting cautious online behavior
and taking stricter measures to uphold their privacy and protect their personal data. Others said they
realized the necessity of knowing how to take effective protection measures, but the nature of the
journalism profession required extensive use of the Internet to create relationships and communicate
with others, as well as publish opinions and information.
Most journalists acknowledged they were not fully familiar with the concept of digital rights, nor
were they precisely aware of what their digital rights were. They were also insufficiently familiar with
applications and other software that could help protect their data, such as VPN and the Tor browser,
though a number of them said they had started using Signal for communication, particularly since the
popular uprising broke out on October 17, 2019.

Personal data: Protection and exploitation
Some journalists agreed to the use of data to boost the performance of public institutions. Others had
no objection to private companies collecting individuals’ personal data (e.g., name and age; purchasing
habits; level of income; journalistic writings; professional practices; and time spent browsing) in the
course of these individuals using the Internet. One participant took exception to the classification of
people based on the opinions they post on social media pages.
All participants were aware they were being “targeted” with specific advertisements corresponding to their tastes and consumption habits, but
they did not realize the scale of the data pertaining to them exploited by private companies such
as Facebook, and the forms this exploitation took

Journalists do not realize the
scale of their data exploited
by private social media
companies.

(e.g., commercial and advertising-related).
While discussing the dangers of personal data leaks, one participant said she faced abuse and threats
via phone calls while driving. These calls were possible because her phone number was listed on an
application created following the leaking of Interior Ministry data regarding vehicles’ plate numbers.
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Referring to the so-called “Ziad Itani and Suzanne al-Hajj affair,” one participant noted the ability of the
security agencies to violate the privacy of individuals, hack their online pages, and create an “entire fake
life film” for anyone. Others also mentioned the hacking of personal phones, including those of heads of
state, asserting various Lebanese security agencies were capable of undertaking similar acts.
Stressing the importance of media coverage of legal violations (to the eavesdropping law for example),
journalists nonetheless said this faced the following “numerous difficulties”:

•
•

Intervention by security agencies in the work of journalists;

•

Self-censorship practiced by journalists when dealing with security-related subjects, and their

•
•

The existence of various political and media “taboos” impeding professional media coverage (without specifying their nature);
reluctance – thus far – to tackle topics pertaining to data hacking and leaking in depth;
A lack of information, especially regarding security affairs; and
A lack of any immunity or protection for journalists that could spare them judicial prosecution, or
even the risk of being targeted by the same security agencies ostensibly tasked with protecting
journalists.

In this regard, one journalist said his media organization had confirmed information about the presence
of a very prominent regional security figure in the southern suburbs of Beirut on the day two drones fell
there, but “it was impossible to mention this information; it would have been asking for trouble.”
Accordingly, for all the above reasons combined, press coverage of Lebanese security agencies’
involvement in data hacking (e.g., the “Dark Caracal”17 case) remains minimal, according to the
participants. Journalists are “regulating the content” of their posts on social media platforms, and “finetuning the stances” they take on such platforms, so as not to be targeted by the security agencies (they
cite the case of Ziad Itani) and the “malevolent,

Most journalists do not take
personal protection into
account when choosing
their phones and operating
system; nor do they read
the applications’ terms and
conditions.

corrupt, and criminal” political class with lawsuits
for slander, defamation, and libel.
In addition, most participants did not take personal protection into account when choosing their
phones and operating systems (e.g., Android or iPhone) or computers. Instead, their selections were
based on personal taste and user-friendliness, on
the grounds that whatever devices they ended up
choosing would be equally vulnerable to hacking.

17

Dark Caracal is a spyware campaign that was discovered by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and the mobile security
firm Lookout, who published their findings on January 18, 2018. The campaign has mainly used phishing attacks in
order to install malicious Android applications on victims’ phones to gain control over the devices. The campaign may
be connected to the Lebanese General Directorate of General Security (GDGS) as “the researchers found technical
evidence linking servers used to control the attacks to a GDGS office in Beirut by locating wi-fi networks and internet
protocol address in or near the building.” (Auchard, E., Lebanese security agency turns smartphone into selfie spycam:
researchers, Reuters, January 18, 2018, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lebanon-cyber/lebanese-security-agencyturns-smartphone-into-selfie-spycam-researchers-idUSKBN1F726S). The researchers have said that they are not
certain “whether the evidence proves GDGS is responsible or is the work of a rogue employee.” The reporting was
denied by General Security Director General Abbas Ibrahim
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Most participants admitted to not reading the terms and conditions of applications and platforms (due
to their length) that may violate certain aspects of users’ privacy and data, caring more for the popularity
of these applications and platforms and their own personal desires to use them.

The absence of laws
Some journalist participants said the widespread incivility in the virtual world and the absence of clear
laws in Lebanon are two reasons for their fears for their privacy, because the arbitrariness and lawlessness allow for personal targeting, whether by security agencies used to “blacklisting” journalists or by
individuals.
While discussing possible reforms to rectify the problems of collecting, hacking, and exploiting data for
suspect purposes, some participants said data should only be accessible in the event of a judicial order,
not a personal whim, and only in accordance with clear and strict laws. Another spoke of the need to
spread awareness throughout society and take measures at the personal level, given that the existing
laws and regulations have been routinely broken and disrespected.

Lawyers
How the Internet is used: Ends and means
Participants in the lawyers’ focus group said they used their smart phones more than any other devices,
followed by their computers. They used these devices primarily to access Facebook, and to a lesser
extent for emails and searches.
They acknowledged they were insufficiently familiar with the concept of digital rights.

Privacy and surveillance
For the protection of their privacy, lawyers refrain from posting precise information about themselves,
posting only what they want to be accessible to everyone. As an example of the difficulty of controlling
this process, one said that even if he does not post certain data, such as a particular photo of himself,
someone else might end up posting it.
Participants said they were unfamiliar with the social credit system adopted in China, which combines
security and services aspects with the evaluation of personal behavior, rendering individuals’ access
to services dependent on an artificial intelligence assessment of their conduct. One lawyer noted the
repressive element of this system, and the adoption of a similar system in Europe, where the evaluation
is utilized not by governmental agencies in exchange for services, but rather by the private sector; specifically, insurance companies.
Another added that this surveillance system, if applied on a large scale encompassing all aspects of life,
would transform people into actors performing in public, for the surveillance cameras, the roles of good
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citizens, pretending to behave well in contrast to their characters and customs, so as to deceive the
system. This would ultimately strip human beings of their natures, turning them into robots, deprived
of individuality and their very essence.
Another participant pointed out that, around the world, modern systems of evaluating individuals, and
education and training, are moving away from focusing on incentives and rewards.
Other participants thought it unlikely that such a system could be adopted in Lebanon, due to its
association with totalitarian regimes, and the way it transformed people into “robots” and numbers
in databases (which is ill-suited to Lebanon’s characteristics, and the nature of Lebanese individuals,
long accustomed to escaping restrictions), as well as the need for large sums of money to provide the
equipment and infrastructure required to operate such a system.
However, one participant did think the adoption of such a system possible in Lebanon, but believed its
effectiveness would be limited, due to the prevalence of wasta (favoritism) and other political and social
customs, which would counteract the effects of the evaluation and untie its link to services.
Another lawyer added that the plurality of

The plurality of security
agencies in Lebanon, their
distribution among sects,
and their mutual rivalry
prevent the implementation
of sophisticated allencompassing surveillance
systems.

security agencies in Lebanon, their distribution
among religious sects, and the mutual rivalry
between them are further factors preventing
the implementation of such a system with its
repressive aspects. However, in the event of
these agencies converging (as happened against
the October 17 revolution), this surveillance
system would become more than totalitarian,
transforming into a “maximally effective instrument
of repression,” she said.

Other participants noted that many aspects of this surveillance system are in fact already applied in
Lebanon, through the acquisition by the security agencies and certain private entities of a large database, whether by direct request (e.g., fingerprints and eye scans) or by surveillance (i.e., using cameras
and phone lines), without citizens’ knowledge or full realization of the scale of this data and whether it
is used for their benefit and for public social security (e.g., crime detection) or not. One lawyer thought
it necessary to regulate the application of this system – since aspects of it already do exist in practice –
within clear and transparent laws, in the service of citizens and the public good, with citizens’ full knowledge, and for ethical and benevolent use, so it does not turn into an arbitrary and repressive tool in the
authorities’ hands.
Another participant expressed concerns about the violations of privacy such a system would cause, and
the use of the people’s data by private entities. Another added that the public good requires a database
used not to restrict the freedom of individuals, but rather for the common benefit.
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Personal data: Protection and exploitation
The lawyers appeared to be aware that private entities (companies and individuals) seek to create
databases about people in order to sell them, without these people’s knowledge, to other parties that
then use the data for targeted advertising or other purposes, commercial or otherwise. They detailed
the nature of the information collected by both official and private entities while examining individuals’
activity on the Internet as follows: demographic data (e.g., name and age); cultural interests; consumption
habits; personal opinions; spending patterns; locations; images; and health-related information. They
noted that simply by using Facebook, or any other application made by a company owned by Facebook
(like WhatsApp) or Google, for example, or by making a reservation of some kind over the Internet, the
relevant data would be stored in these companies’ databases, irrespective of any protective measures
taken by the user.
One participant stressed the necessity of imposing restrictions, not on users to control their online
behavior, but rather on the entities to which individuals hand over their data, so that this data is not
exploited at users’ expense or for other purposes without their consent. Another said that the terms
and conditions that come with applications are highly controversial, since they must be agreed to prior
to downloading the application. Users have no say over them, and in any case are unlikely to read them,
due to their length and difficult terminology, all of which effectively amounts to deceiving the user.
Another participant noted an established trend in Arab countries, as well as in Europe, of forbidding the
use of individuals’ data without their written consent, and for limited, specific purposes.
Lawyer participants either working for companies
or owning law firms were unaware of whether the
servers used to store their companies’ and websites’ data were encrypted and protected against
hacking. One said client data was stored in a cloud
in the company’s domain, thereby protecting clients’ data and privacy, and shielding the company from legal prosecution on grounds of failing to
store clients’ data in a manner that protected it

Lawyers, both working
for companies or owning
their own firms, are mostly
unaware of data security
measures on their companies’
websites and servers.

and guaranteed their privacy.
Participants spoke about the dangers of “social engineering” by private companies and individuals,
based on the information and data they collect about people from their social media accounts on platforms such as Facebook (e.g., their place of residence; places they go to; favorite foods; types and
brands of clothes) as well as through their use of bank cards and various applications. They noted that
they received advertisements on their web pages corresponding to their particular interests, and invitations to befriend people whose names were mentioned during conversations with acquaintances. This
bothers them, and indeed worries them, as they deem it a form of “targeting” to which they did not wish
to be exposed when they opted to use the Internet. Nor was this “targeting” one of the services provided
by social media platforms on the day they joined them. One participant mentioned her fear that such
information would be collated and exploited in order to threaten, extort, and defame people.
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The absence of laws
Lawyer participants said it was very difficult in Lebanon to resolve a question such as the following: “A
driverless car driven by artificial intelligence crashes into somebody; who is criminally responsible?” One
said the matter would start with prosecuting the car’s owner, followed by a search for a defect or flaw in
the car’s driving system conducted by an expert, who would then submit a report to the court hearing
the case. Another added that the car’s owner would be criminally responsible for the incident, while the
manufacturer would bear civil responsibility.
The participants were unaware of any cases in

Litigation in matters
involving high tech and AI
may be far beyond judges’
knowledge, which may
require the establishment of
specialized courts.

Lebanon pertaining to incidents where humans
were not fully in control of things that led to problems and criminal suits. One said that such cases
went far beyond judges’ familiarity with modern
technology, which may necessitate the establishment of specialized courts relying on experts to
help assess the facts.
The following question was also posed: “Might it

be possible, in the future, to use people’s thoughts and ideas as legal ‘testimonies’ by adopting certain
technological software, for example, seeing as it is already possible for the human mind to move a prosthetic limb even from a distance?” One participant responded, “Yes, subject to the consent of the person
concerned.” As for fining a person refusing to testify in this manner, another lawyer deemed that a violation of their personal freedom and human rights.
In the same context, one lawyer doubted the

It is necessary to strengthen
democracy, transparency,
humane treatment, and legal
practice to avoid totalitarian
possibilities made available
by technology.

ability of a machine to control the human mind.
In his view, it is still the human mind that controls
machines, and it is not possible to compel anyone
to testify against their will; people have total
freedom to testify or not. Another participant
noted, as an example of the use of machines in
judicial and legal contexts, that some courts use
lie detectors, but clarified that this usage does not
occur automatically, but rather in exceptional and

highly complex cases. Hence, the use of thought-reading machines may become a possibility in the
future, but only if the particular case required it, not invariably in all cases. Commenting on this subject,
one participant said it posed an ethical problem that made it necessary to strengthen democracy,
transparency, humane treatment, and legal practice in order to avoid the totalitarian possibilities made
available by technology if not bounded by moral constraints.
Participants also said that the material posted by people on social media pages, or looked up on search
engines, as well as WhatsApp conversations, may now be used in court cases as evidence of defendants’
interests and tendencies, though the Lebanese judiciary still predominantly depends on hard, direct,
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and tangible evidence. Participants said the
way data is used in lawsuits and trials is not yet
taught to law students as part of the curriculum
in Lebanon. Nor are there any laws formally
deeming data usable in litigation, although some

The way data is used in
lawsuits and trials is not yet
taught to law students.

lawyers are now using it, and its impact on cases
remains subject to judges’ attitudes.
As for the possibility of adopting in Lebanon the approach that is increasingly used elsewhere in the
world, whereby algorithms and software not controlled by humans are tasked with issuing a fundamental
portion of judicial decisions (in order to avoid the bias and emotion that affect human decisions, for
example in the case of granting conditional liberty to prisoners, thereby issuing fairer decisions and
helping to alleviate prison overcrowding), participants expressed fears of the risks of relying on databases
and software in the legal and judicial spheres. These risks, they said, included the creation of stereotypes,
especially since prejudices are widespread in Lebanese society, and could permeate the software,
depending on who created it and the precedents inserted into the technical systems developed.
Participants thought it unlikely such a scenario would become a reality, for several reasons. These
included the effects of sectarianism (on both defendants and judges); nationality (the weakness of
Syrians and Palestinians, for example, compared to Europeans); political and other interventions in
judicial affairs; and the limited skills of employees in judicial institutions, who are unsuitable for retraining, preventing the possibility of automating the judiciary. Additionally, there is the imprecision
of these programmed systems themselves, and their inability to evaluate the complex humanitarian
aspects of cases presented. For instance, in the case of a misunderstanding between two parties, the
task of lawyers goes deeper and further than mere legal texts. In this context, and as evidence of the
limited effectiveness of standardized systems, the example was given of the special forms sometimes
used by the religious courts in Lebanon, which people fill out in order for their personalities to be
assessed, the results of which tend to be imperfect.
Noting the existence of a committee in the Bar Association working to keep pace with technological
developments (for example, it established the electronic voting system) and organize lectures and
seminars addressing new electronic laws, participants said that following up on developments related
to the Internet and being familiar with the challenges represented by these developments require
individual initiative.
Participants also called for the passage of laws guaranteeing the protection of Internet users and their
data, stressing that the first line of defense remains self-protection. They concluded by emphasizing the
preservation of liberty and privacy in any new laws adopted.

School Teachers
Most teacher participants were aware in general, though not in detail, of the digital rights concept,
which they took to encompass intellectual property rights, the right to accept or refuse the use of per-
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sonal data by websites and applications, the protection of children, and the transferal of published materials into public property. Participants acknowledged they were in urgent need of more information
regarding digital rights, since their understanding of the concept was only general and imprecise (e.g.,
not hacking other accounts; respecting intellectual property; not posting images of children).
With regard to violations of digital rights, one teacher cited the arrests of people for criticizing politicians
on social media, saying the free expression of opinion did not extend to violating other people’s
freedoms, adding the example of bullying that sometimes drives victims to suicide.

How the Internet is used: Ends and means
Participants used the Internet extensively, for both personal and professional reasons, via their phones,
tablets, and computers. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter were the preferred platforms among those
who used social media. Participants varied from those who never used social media, because they
had no desire to, or did not want to “waste time,” and those who use it for artistic material, scientific
research, and news. Most teachers did not use social media to post their opinions or images, but rather
for cultural matters and to follow what other users posted. As for email and WhatsApp, they were
mainly used for work. A number of teachers were aware that personal data and opinions were stored
by private entities, and that this data – including their photos – could potentially be stolen.
Some participants thought using the Internet was a waste of time. They preferred to be in control of
their lives, not subservient to notifications on websites and applications. Thus, while they did use the
Internet, indeed extensively, they did so only out of personal and professional necessity, not as a surrender to the dictates of websites and applications.
Most avoided posting any political opinions, so as not to be “categorized,” though some exceptions
existed. One participant said she was politically active on Facebook, expressing her opinions on current
affairs, as well as covering events by posting short videos that get shared widely. A second participant
said she posts political views on Facebook in opposition to all politicians, and as a means of keeping up
with events on the ground, regarding traditional media coverage as partial and unreflective of reality.
A third teacher who expressed opinions on Facebook did so only to post reviews of places providing
public services, such as restaurants, seeing this as a matter of “social responsibility.”
One participant expressed fear of using the Internet due to the targeting of users based on facial recognition, and the fact that certain companies take people’s online activity into consideration when recruiting.
As for their students’ interaction with the Internet, teachers mentioned games and electronic characters
that expose students to numerous risks. These included the “Momo” game, which allegedly told children to carry out “criminal” acts and provoked panic attacks and great fear in them, as well as “Talking
Angela,” which asked children for precise information about them and was said to have been a front
for a pedophile ring. Participants spoke about the failure of parents to monitor their children and their
ignorance of the risks posed by these applications, and the pop-ups that accompany them, which may
have sexual and scandalous dimensions.
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[Author’s note: In fact, both the “Momo challenge”18 and the accusation against “Talking Angela”19
turned out to be hoaxes. The hype around them attacking children’s privacy or being driven by pedophile individuals have been proven to be simply untrue.]
Some participants also stressed the need for children’s education to be continuous, and come from
more than one source (e.g., school, family, and television). In this regard, teachers referred to the training they underwent within the Protect ED program – which schools are not obliged to implement – to
protect students and raise their awareness, as well as educate parents about the dangers of using the
Internet and these types of “games.”
Participants condemned measures taken against people due to the behavior of their “friends” on social
networks – even if they have not interacted with them as a result of that behavior – adding it was necessary to know the nature of the groups they joined and were invited into by “friends,” in order to regularly
remove themselves from groups they are brought into without their prior knowledge. One participant
said she urges her students to be aware of the identity of the groups they belong to in order to avoid
being exploited by suspect entities.

Privacy and surveillance
All teachers mentioned adapting their online behavior so as to take more care in protecting their privacy, such that the Internet for most of them has become solely a source of information, studies, new
ideas, and the mutual exchange of professional expertise.
Participants used the Internet with great caution, aware that all their actions, behavior, and data are
“saved forever,” forming a vast database tied directly to people’s characteristics. This caution stems not
from fear of the dangers to which they may be exposed due to the spread of their data, but rather from
a sense of responsibility towards themselves and others, and respect for themselves and others, which
requires not posting things carelessly all over the place.
Some participants said they were aware of cases of online extortion. One said she had personally faced
an extortion attempt aimed at stealing her data, to which she responded by not replying to the email
despite being repeatedly pestered to do so. Another participant spoke about a person who lost all their
money due to online extortion. A third cited an attempt to blackmail a relative of hers using a fake account depicting him in immoral situations, an attempt which was stopped not by recourse to the security authorities but rather by “flooding” the account electronically and then closing it.
While discussing the need to preserve privacy and how to achieve this, one teacher spoke about the
dismissal of other teachers from her school due to them posting photos of themselves wearing indecent
clothing, thereby undermining their professional image, especially since students can view their photos
on social media. She added that she opposed students and teachers becoming “friends” on social media
platforms, saying it violated professional norms.
18
19

Putterman, S., No, the ‘Momo challenge’ isn’t real, Politifact, 5 March 2019, available at: https://www.politifact.com/
factchecks/2019/mar/05/facebook-posts/no-momo-challenge-isnt-real-its-just-another-inter/
O’Rourke, C., No, the Talking Angela app isn’t secretly taking your child’s picture, Politifact, 14 May 2019, available at:
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2019/may/14/viral-image/no-talking-angela-app-isnt-secretly-taking-your-ch/
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Citing an incident of a Palestinian young student being prevented from entering the US, where he was
supposed to join Harvard University, due to the behavior of one of his friends on Facebook, one participant said the system of monitoring people has become global because of the Internet, since anyone can
access people’s online accounts and treat them according to the information they collect about them
through these accounts. Another teacher added she was afraid to express support online for views
critical of US President Donald Trump, and said she changed her passport after traveling to Iran, fearing
she would be denied entry to the US, without noticing she had posted pictures of herself in Iran on the
Internet (i.e., her presence in Iran is known to the American authorities).
One participant mentioned the ability of security agencies to determine the identity and location of
an Internet user through their IP address. Another said her email had been hacked, prompting her to
go to the Anti-Cybercrime Bureau to recover her account, and the security agencies were able to track
down the culprit. Another participant spoke about the possibility of operating computer cameras and
cell phone devices remotely in order to spy on and exploit their owners, noting that Mark Zuckerberg,
the founder of Facebook, keeps his phone’s camera and microphone covered with stickers. The same
participant also mentioned a film about Edward Snowden, recalling how Snowden would not speak to
his girlfriend while near a smart phone, instead going outside with her into the open air to talk.
The teachers ridicule the notion of any entities in Lebanon being tasked with protecting individuals’
digital rights, doubting any such bodies existed. One participant said the protection of users should, in
her view, be carried out by third parties linked, for example, to Internet service providers, providers of
web hosting and domains, and companies operating the websites and platforms used (e.g., Facebook
and Instagram). Participants then mentioned the Anti-Cybercrime Bureau, but did not think this bureau
alone, with its limited personnel and capabilities, was “sufficient” to protect individuals in terms of
upholding their digital rights. One teacher cited the example of Internet users themselves campaigning
online to support and protect other people subjected to malicious accusations, as well as to limit fake
news. Another added the example of contacting technology specialists to retrieve personal accounts
that have been hacked, citing also the role of individuals in protecting themselves by only posting their
data in line with criteria that uphold their dignity and privacy, as well as moral values.
Commenting on the social credit system adopted in China, the teachers rejected the principles of encroaching on freedoms and classifying individuals, raising questions about the entities authorized to
conduct such classifications. One participant described the system as a “double-edged sword” because,
on the one hand, it organizes society, enhances security, and can help instill a commitment to moral
values and laws in people’s minds, yet, on the other hand, it is a system of surveillance that restricts
citizens and allows for excessive control over them.
Another participant described the social credit system as “frightening and humiliating” and “extremely repressive,” to the point that it “suffocates” and paralyzes the movement of people, even if it also bolsters
security to some extent. Another said it restrained people’s liberties and subjected them to utmost suppression and punishment, as well as a kind of “drugging.” A third participant said, “Collecting information
about a person enables you to use it against them to control them and turn them into a puppet in your hands.”
Linking the issue to what happens on the Internet, she added, “Private entities access your data, your tendencies, and your habits, creating a personal file for you that enables them to target you with advertisements
and other things to serve their interests.”
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“It’s an attack on private life,” said one participant, frightened, like the others, about the prospect of personal data being leaked from the hold of state entities – in Lebanon specifically – and becoming “accessible
to all, as is the case with the application that uses your car’s license plate number to reveal all your personal
information.” The same teacher also worried such data could be used to assess people and provide them
with services according to these assessments, as already happens in Lebanon with banks and insurance
companies, for example. “We are not all equal in the eyes of insurance companies,” said one participant,
since the services provided by these companies can change based on people’s driving histories, numbers
of accidents, and age. The participant opposed adopting the same kind of treatment to all aspects of life.
Applying it to social media, she asked, “If I publish something patriotic on social media, do I become a patriot?
I don’t know how much these media truly reflect the reality of people.” She added that those doing the monitoring may adopt irrelevant criteria. “If someone hits somebody else, do I know why they hit them? It could just
be a reaction.” In this context, she opposed “drawing generalizations about the whole based on the part.” A
traffic violation, for example, does not affect all aspects of a person’s life, but rather is relevant only to their
driving and adherence to traffic laws, and should only affect their access to services in this specific domain.
Another participant mentioned the danger of molding and standardizing people under such a system.
In her opinion, the system prevents people from behaving morally and respecting values, deprives them
of the ability to take decisions, and may lead them to act duplicitously, such that their behavior is “correct” in public, but terrible in private, like model citizens who turn out to be criminals. All of these lead
to the destruction of society and strip humans of their humanity and dignity.
Participants unanimously agreed that surveillance systems were applied by dictatorial regimes that
control all aspects of their peoples’ lives (e.g., Iran, Syria, and Russia). Yet they also exist in democratic
systems, including in the US and Europe (in particular Scandinavia), even if they take hidden forms. Participants also affirmed that a system of surveillance was in place in Lebanon, with one afraid it would be
easily applied in the country, given the very low numbers of Lebanese (a few million) in comparison to
the Chinese population, and the non-implementation of laws guaranteeing freedoms.
Another participant said a surveillance system exists in Lebanon, enabling intelligence agencies to eavesdrop on phone conversations and view digital correspondence. While some participants accepted the
state monitoring the flow of personal data, deeming it necessary to protect public security and preemptively thwart crime, they did so on condition that it not amount to an infringement on private life.

Personal data: Protection and exploitation
Participants were aware that private companies utilize the personal data of Internet users for commercial and advertising purposes, and sell them to third parties, which made them deal cautiously with
websites, applications, and social media networks. They also avoided buying products or subscribing to
services over the Internet.
One participant said that obtaining individuals’ data does not necessarily require being on the Internet,
since there are technologies that can withdraw all the information and data on cell phones (through
such features as Bluetooth and near-field communication) as soon as these phones are within the
requisite range. Individuals can also be located using their smart phones and monitored through their
phone cameras.
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Another participant raised the possibility that intelligence agencies (such as the FBI, CIA, and Israeli
entities) may be behind the collection of Internet users’ data for security purposes. Another mentioned
private companies such as Google that use data for commercial and advertising purposes. A third said
that “whoever wants to have fun” also collects this kind of data for use in one way or another.
The teachers had absolutely no trust in any offi-

Teachers had absolutely no
trust in any official entity,
particularly security services,
to guarantee the protection
of their data online.

cial entity, particularly the security authorities, to
guarantee their protection and the protection of
their data online. Some said they did not know the
relevant agency to turn to in the event their rights
were violated. One participant said that “using relationships” and wasta are effective ways to obtain
rights. Others mentioned the possibility of resort-

ing to human rights NGOs and the private companies operating applications and online platforms such
as Facebook.
They also acknowledged that they did not know what entity ought to be protecting their digital rights.
One participant had no trust in the judiciary, which she said was encumbered by bureaucracy and unable to keep pace with the accelerating rate of technological progress. Another reiterated the need to
adhere to personal protection standards (e.g., adopting complex passwords, and exercising caution
when posting data and opinions).
Participants stated that, ultimately, the only way to guarantee protection is to limit Internet use altogether.
One participant said she still stores information by traditional means; i.e., written in pen on paper.
Another participant emphasized the responsibility of each individual to protect their own privacy by
limiting the private data they posted. Yet she also expressed fear of private companies “ambushing”
users’ data, and utilizing it for purposes to which users may not consent. Another teacher voiced concerns about such data being used for criminal motives, such as the kidnapping of children or to create
fake news. While most participants said they were unaware of cases of child abuse online, except in
films or stories told in forums and lectures, one said her nephew had faced bullying by his friends on a
WhatsApp group, which she helped him overcome, and the school administration was notified in order
to take the appropriate measures to protect other students.

The absence of laws
Participants stressed that, in the absence of

Teachers believe the Ministry
of Education should play
an active role to adopt
measures against students’
data exploitation.

protective laws, and the lack of awareness among
adolescents and school students in particular
of the dangers they faced as a result of their
Internet use, and the absence of any oversight or
guidance by schools and parents in this regard, it
was necessary to activate the role of the Education
Ministry and establish closer communication
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between parents and their children, and to adopt legal controls to limit the risks of all kinds of data
exploitation.
As an initial attempt to tackle the dangers of Internet use, one teacher said that, after a lecture given by
someone from the Anti-Cybercrime Bureau held in the school where she taught, and in order to protect
students from any potential online hazards, they were provided with a phone number through which to
report any harmful practices they may be exposed to.
One teacher proposed to generalize the idea of a
 hotline as a means of dealing professionally with cases
of intimidation, bullying, and extortion online, especially with regard to child targets. Another called on
the authorities to enhance their ability to combat these phenomena and to make programs similar to
Protect ED compulsory in schools. She added that, rather than treating the negative effects of the Internet, there should be education about ethics so as to provide children immunity against these negatives
and to deter them from behaving harmfully to others. She concluded by saying that protection in general, and the protection of children in particular, are achieved through the integration of three elements:
education, both at home and school; self-protection practiced by individuals themselves; and a state
that undertakes to protect its citizens.

University Students
University student participants in both focus groups had some awareness of the concept of digital rights,
but their definition of the concept was not comprehensive, being limited to “what you can and cannot do
while using the Internet; what you will be held responsible for doing; and your right to privacy.”

How the Internet is used: Ends and means
Student participants used their smart phones and computers equally to access the Internet; specifically,
applications such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram. Most students used these applications continuously (one even described herself as an Internet “resident”), primarily for personal use related to
their hobbies and daily needs. Only two students used the Internet for shorter periods of time; one who
used it for just one hour a day, and another who used it for five hours daily.
Students mentioned the phenomenon of seeking popularity on social media platforms, and the obsession with increasing one’s numbers of followers, “likes,” and comments to the maximum extent. One
student said that during university election campaigns, voters are bribed by being granted more followers and likes.
Participants showed no willingness to relinquish their smart phones to any entity, even if only for a limited time period, unless it was absolutely necessary (e.g., to obtain a job that required such a step, or to
comply with a request from a security authority).
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Privacy and surveillance
Female students tended to refrain from posting

Female students are more
likely to refrain from posting
private content and political
opinions.

their private photos and whereabouts as a matter of personal protection. They also only posted
their political opinions to a limited extent, and in
non-provocative and non-inflammatory terms, in
order to avoid misunderstandings of their ideas or
the loss of friends due to differing views.

One participant noted the extent of dishonesty surrounding the behavior of people on the Internet, to
the point of falsifying their true identities and creating virtual identities for themselves in pursuit of celebrity, and deceiving their virtual “friends” when approaching them in real life. Another said her online
behavior was very cautious, for reasons of self-protection. She did not make her posts public, but rather
reserved them for a limited group of friends and close companions. Another student allowed her posts
to be read publicly, since she only posted cultural writings, not personal details. The students noted
the possibility of people’s posts being used against them, if the posts were hostile or if they revealed a
person’s political and ideological inclination.
Students also avoided posting certain images, such as ones showing them in beachwear, or ones they
were asked not to post. Another measure taken by one student to ensure her and her family’s safety
was to avoid mentioning politicians in her WhatsApp messages, which she believed were monitored.
The participants listed the following dangers they faced on the Internet: risks to their personal safety
through bullying; the modification of their published photos using Photoshop; stalking; extortion; the
publication of their “SnapMaps” locations; and the leaking of their photos.
As for the Chinese social credit system, it alarmed the students, who deemed it a result of the state’s
fear of its people, prompting it to continuously surveil and spy on them by all available means, violating
their privacy and rights in the process. They associated the system with repressive totalitarian regimes.
Most saw no positive aspects to such a system, viewing it rather as an injustice to citizens springing from
a lack of rule of law. A number of students compared the social credit system to what they had seen on
the Netflix series “Black Mirror.”
Regarding the positive aspects of the social credit system, some participants listed the protection of
individuals; the rewards they received; the enjoyment of security and safety; and the enhancement
of the sense of citizenship and civic education. However, the majority of students opposed the
implementation of such a system, with one mentioning the prospect of people submitting to the system
for unethical reasons, such as the wish to reach a certain rank and benefit from prizes, while others
added the exposure to surveillance and espionage, the lack of privacy and free expression, and the
authorities’ inclination toward oppression and tyranny. Another participant also said that such a system
could not be applied in a democratic state, where the people would resist it in order to preserve their
liberty. Another student asked about the objective of this kind of system: “Is the goal to educate the people
and improve their general behavior, or is it to repress them and control their movements?”
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When asked about the states that could be interested in applying a social credit system on their territories, most students suggested states with repressive regimes, including Saudi Arabia, North Korea,
and Russia. One student diverged from this trend, however, saying Sweden could also purchase such
a system, given it is a country that seeks to strengthen social welfare, and a social credit system could
help achieve that.
While some students spoke of the possibility of Lebanon buying such a system, others thought it unlikely to be applied, in light of the widespread phenomenon of wasta and the political partisanship that
would intervene to change people’s evaluations from negative to positive. Given the absence of any
effective implementation mechanism, other students said the Lebanese people themselves would not
adhere to such systems.
One participant said news reports indicated that “everything in Lebanon has become monitored,” yet she
added she had not confirmed the veracity of this information. In her opinion, however, a system equivalent to China’s one could potentially be applied in Lebanon: “With this (political) class, definitely.” The
financial cost of adopting the system could nonetheless render it unfeasible. Another student thought
its adoption unlikely due to Lebanese people’s caution with respect to their privacy and personal affairs.
Still, another participant said nothing prevented the application of a similar system in Lebanon, adding
there was already currently a form of surveillance faced by Lebanese, especially since the outbreak of
the October 17 revolution. “People are being monitored by hashtags, on Facebook, on everything,” he said.
All participants opposed the implementation of a surveillance system on their university campuses.
They also opposed a minority of people controlling the fates of the majority.
With regard to personal targeting, one participant spoke about a veiled girl she knew being blackmailed
because of photos she had posted online, saying she had advised her to go to the judiciary and the AntiCybercrime Bureau. A number of her personal voice messages had also been edited so as to modify
what she had said, though she was able to expose the forgery by comparing the modified messages
to the originals. The student stressed the necessity of going to the judiciary, and placing limits on such
practices, and people understanding their rights.
Regarding the measures taken by participants to limit the accessibility of their data, most cited changing
their privacy settings. One student also said she posted erroneous information, such as a false surname
or date of birth. Another minimized the amount
of personal information made public, while another used a VPN, not to conceal her IP address but
rather to use websites and applications not available under her usual IP address.
Participants said they knew how social media networks worked, and their negative effects on individuals’ mental health, yet they “chose” to ignore

Although aware of how
social media networks work,
students choose to ignore
the ramifications unless they
are personally targeted by
harmful practices.

these ramifications. Most said they would not al-
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ter their social media behavior as long as they or someone close to them were not personally targeted
by harmful practices.

Personal data: Protection and exploitation
First name and surname; age; gender; address; tastes; political affiliations; religion; cultural interests;
products and brands that one buys or desires; education level; research conducted; places visited; economic status: these are some of the items listed by participants as examples of data that private companies collect and store.
Commenting on the targeted advertisements received by Internet users, which are based on their data,
some participants said they were fully aware that “all our online behavior is stored,” and that they receive
adverts according to the kind of Internet searches they conduct. They noted that all this data is kept by
Google and Facebook. One remarked that this was “frightening.”
Another participant said her awareness that all her data was stored made her behave cautiously when
using the Internet. She regarded data collection as having negative repercussions on figures working
in the public domain, and on children who may be exposed to harmful targeting. However, she had no
objection to her personal data being stored by others, though she constantly raised questions about the
suspect purposes for which this data may be used. Another participant said the data could be exploited
for political and electoral motives, pointing to the hacking of Facebook users’ data for electoral purposes
in the United States.
One student had no objection to Facebook and other private companies seeking to collect personal
data and create personal files, even for people who do not use Facebook, and utilizing this data for
advertising and commercial purposes. Even if she conceded these were bad things, she said they did not
prevent her from doing what she wanted on the Internet, especially since she did not do anything wrong.
Another student mentioned how Facebook used its users’ data for electoral and political purposes,
while others said people did not care about such practices.
One participant expressed fear of what she considered one of the gravest threats to Internet users,
namely the exploitation of data related to their search history, purchases, and online behavior, violating
their privacy and pestering them with targeted adverts to the point of “controlling individuals.” The same
student also spoke of the risks posed by digital drugs available to those wishing to buy them.
Another student expressed irritation at Facebook’s intrusiveness in suggesting, for example, that she
befriend people with whom she was in the same place. Other students voiced reservations about Facebook’s ability to access their private photos not posted on their pages.
Not one student knew about using the Tor browser to protect their privacy, nor did any of them change
their advertisement settings to limit the extent to which they were targeted by adverts they didn’t wish
to see.
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The same students did, however, worry about the publication of the websites they had visited and the
list of people they had contacted through the Tinder dating application, for example.
Students were unaware that insurance companies may amend the rates offered for health insurance
to clients based on, for example, the type of food they post on Instagram (healthy or unhealthy) or the
number of steps they walk (indicating whether they are active or not).
Addressing the role of government entities in limiting the collection of personal data by private companies, participants said that some governments work to counteract private companies’ data collection
and utilization, while others do not.
Discussing the possibility of government entities using their personal data, many students stated their
categorical refusal to give their phones to security agencies, especially airport passport control, unless
they were otherwise likely to be refused entry into the country in question. Yet they were also unsure
whether their social media activity, or the data contained in their phones, or their connections to certain
people could expose them to security problems or not. They said they had no way of knowing what
might bring them trouble with security agencies, since they did not know what kind of data these agencies objected to.

Technology Professionals
This focus group comprised technology experts working in the fields of software, application and/or
web development, or providing maintenance and technological support to companies, businesspeople,
and entrepreneurs who have launched online projects, academics engaged with technological issues,
and people working in contact with clients in companies specializing in Internet services.
Most participants were familiar with the concept of digital rights, saying it encompassed freedom of
access to and use of the Internet, as well as the freedom to publish and exchange information, the upholding of personal privacy, and respect for the privacy of others.

How the Internet is used: Ends and means
Internet use was at the core of the work of the experts participating in this session, representing the
essential substance of their work and the means by which they carried it out, in addition to being the
professional domain within which they operate to implement their tasks.

Privacy and surveillance
Participants identified the following measures they took to limit the quantity of data they released:

•
•
•

Not linking their accounts together;
Not posting sensitive data;
Not sharing data;
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•
•
•
•

Thinking carefully before posting any personal information;
Not using Google as a search engine, instead substituting it with others;
Minimizing the use and number of applications; and
Not remaining permanently connected to the Internet.

Yet one participant said that, as long as one owned a smart phone, there were ultimately no fully effective measures available to protect one’s data. As another participant put it, it only takes someone’s
name to be mentioned in a phone call, even if they are located in the US, for Facebook to suggest them
as a new friend, which made her believe that Facebook was using voice recognition technology.
Participants said they were not aware of the Chinese social credit system. They ruled out the implementation of such a system in Lebanon, saying it would require what is known as an “e-government,” which
would in turn necessitate the establishment of logistically-integrated infrastructure; something that has
been worked on since 1998 without seeing the light of day yet. In addition, it would require bringing an
end to the mentality of quota-based power-sharing, clientelism, and corruption.
One participant said such a system was characteristic of police states, and a regime of this kind does
currently exist in Lebanon, even if it differs in certain respects from the Chinese regime. Another said
that, given the prevailing divisions in Lebanon, there would have to be not one single surveillance system, but rather multiple systems for each of the competing parties to monitor one another, rendering
the overall idea unfeasible.
Another participant suggested that this surveillance system be applied to large companies, not individuals. Others said the system could promote corrupt practices rather than reduce them, by, for example,
the payment of monetary sums to certain entities to remove or improve poor ratings received.
Participants enumerated the following positives of such a system: law enforcement; security; adherence
to decent behavior; boosting the sense of citizenship; transforming individuals into model citizens and
examples to be emulated by future generations; establishing equality between all people; public order;
and controlling the behavior of large populations.
As for the negatives, participants listed: espionage and surveillance; lack of freedoms; the creation of a
false society; the transformation of people’s lives into a burden, due to their constant efforts to meet the
system’s requirements; the impermissibility of committing errors and the lack of scope for forgiveness,
stripping people of their humanity.
While one participant noted the existence of a judicial system that determines right and wrong, meaning
there is no need for non-judicial bodies to do so, another participant deemed the system to violate a
basic legal principle, indeed eliminate it; namely, the right to self-defense.
Participants named states that could seek to purchase such a system, including the US; Saudi Arabia; all
dictatorial regimes; various African countries; Syria; Iran; North Korea; and Turkey. Another participant
said the system was inspired by the American credit system, which grants financial advantages in exchange for timely payment of dues.
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Personal data: Protection and exploitation
One participant said that data collected about individuals using the Internet may be used for beneficial
purposes (e.g., sending them adverts about products they desire) as well as harmful ones (e.g., identifying a political activist’s location in order for the authorities to arrest them).
Participants listed the following users and sectors whose data may be considered “sensitive”: politicians;
governments; NGOs; the health sector (if patients’ files were to become easily accessible by external
parties, thereby exposing their privacy to violation); and insurance companies.
As for the data collected about Internet users by private companies such as Facebook, participants
listed images; name; age; gender; languages used; education level; phone numbers; locations; email
addresses; feelings; search results; tastes; medical history; goods purchased; preferred brands; travel
destinations; personal relationship; payments; and voice.
Regarding the positives of information collection by private companies, participants cited the receiving
of adverts and suggestions consistent with users’ tastes, thereby saving them time and making it easier
for companies to target new customers, adding to their profits.
On the other hand, participants cited the following negatives:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disrespecting individuals’ privacy;

•

The use of data on the basis of quantity, rather than quality, whereas the significance of data lies in

Irritating people by “flooding” them with vast numbers of adverts;
The possibility of extortion;
The risk of data being stolen;
The exploitation by security agencies of data in order to surveil, track, and prosecute individuals;
The conscription of individuals into terrorist or other networks by exploiting their weaknesses;
The exploitation of data in order to publish rumors and fake news, possibly involving reputation
damage; and
how it is analyzed, in preparation for its utilization, not merely its numerical quantity.

The absence of laws
One participant raised the problem of the absence
of laws guaranteeing individuals’ privacy. Describing the absence of a role for the Lebanese state
in the data protection process, be it individual or
governmental data, another participant said the
Lebanese state does not provide sufficient protection for its own data, referring to the flagrant violation of a sensitive security agency’s data in 2017
(data leaked included the names of officers and

Not only is there a lack
of laws guaranteeing
individuals’ privacy, the
Lebanese state is also
unable to provide sufficient
protection for its own data.

their jobs, and the names of informants and their
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tasks). The participant said the culprits were not arrested because they didn’t “steal” the information,
in the tangible sense of the word, since they did not remove it from its location, i.e., the information
remained in its place of storage.
In the same context, one participant said that the principles of protection and privacy were absent in
Lebanese state agencies. “I used to go in and take any information about anyone (in one of the ministries),
and would obtain highly private information, without anyone caring.” She added that the day this ministry
was automated and she asked for a disclaimer regarding data protection, she was told, “There is no
need,” the reason being that “they don’t know about these things.”
Commenting on the “profits versus privacy, freedom, and digital rights” equation, and on the question
of the link between companies’ growth and the amount of data obtained and utilized – which would
make any attempt to restrict access to data a significant burden on companies – one participant said,
“This equation is morally wrong; posing a philosophical dilemma linked to a kind of hyper-capitalist attitude.”
Yet another participant said he would not hesitate

Tech entrepreneurs seem
ready to collect more data
than the law permits to
ensure economic gains but
would try to ensure it does
not expose people to harm.

to collect more quantities of data than the law
permitted (to understand the customs, orientations,
and tastes of people; that is, to increase the
precision of his work in accordance with the needs
and desires of clients), though he would only use
the data lawfully, in a manner that did not expose
people to harm. He would also work to ensure the
data’s protection so that it wasn’t stolen. Another
added, “I would do that without thinking twice.

Facebook is doing it, why shouldn’t I do it too?” A third participant said no one respects the law when it comes
to data collection, and the problem pertains not to data collection per se but how it is utilized.
Regarding the rights of their clients, participants said their responsibility as professionals directly engaged with technology was greater than that of others in terms of upholding clients’ digital rights. One
participant talked about the company he worked for carrying out encryption of its data in the interests
of people’s privacy.
Some participants added that it was their duty to raise clients’ awareness about all the practices that
protect their privacy and ensure their safety. Others did not educate their clients in this way, but worked
to secure the protection of their data in accordance with the protocols under which they worked to
protect these clients, and also to protect their company’s servers from any violations that could affect
their clients’ accounts, and thus the company. One said there were no specific legal or ethical standards
adopted to prevent a dishonest developer taking data from one company to sell to another. One
participant then asked, “So who protects me from the person who invented this code, and is able, thanks to
it, to access this data?”
Listing the negative factors affecting the work of website and application developers in Lebanon,
participants cited the inability to prosecute other developers if they plagiarize the codes they provide to
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companies, and the Israeli ownership of certain companies that provide websites or applications, “which
puts many Lebanese companies’ data within the reach of an enemy country.”
On the other hand, they listed the following positive practices adopted by website and application developers in Lebanon:

•
•
•

Applying global standards;
Applying additional protection measures to servers, and using encryption; and
Applying the General Data Protection Regulation requirements.20

However, since the implementation of these requirements is complex and highly costly in financial terms,
efforts are underway to introduce a “modified version” of European law within an amendment to the
Electronic Transactions and Personal Data Law that the Lebanese Parliament passed in the fall of 2018.

Physicians
How the Internet is used: Ends and means
The doctor respondents affirmed that the Internet was a fundamental, indeed “vital,” part of their daily
lives, whether in terms of their private and social lives (i.e., for personal use: communicating with friends
and relatives; inspecting what others have posted, especially children, to keep up with their news and
monitor their activity; voicing personal opinions; forming a clearer idea about other people based on
the images they post and the opinions they express; purchasing goods; carrying out administrative
and banking transactions; keeping up with new political and security developments; receiving cultural
information; practicing hobbies such as drawing and publishing their drawings) or in terms of their professional and work lives (e.g., communicating with colleagues and exchanging information with them;
coordinating work with assistants in hospitals and clinics; catching up with new scientific research and
obtaining medical information – including, for example, updates on COVID-19, and the latest releases
by the World Health Organization; accessing patients’ test results sent by laboratories; checking how
certain medicines interact with one another, in the event that they need to be prescribed together to a
patient; informing patients of the results of their tests, and giving them titles and electronic links providing them with guidance, advice, and informative materials linked to their medical cases; and even
waging their syndicate election battles and organizing campaigns to promote their candidacies).
In this context, one doctor referred to his smart phone as “part of my body,” as important as his glasses,
if not more so, despite his urgent need for his glasses in order to find his smart phone. Another doctor
said his smart phone took care of most of his everyday requirements, from television to radio to the
computer to transportation (since it enabled him to contact any taxi service), and more.

20

The General Data Protection Regulation, or GDPR, is the European Union law on data protection and privacy in the
European Union and European Economic Area, though it also encompasses the transfer of personal data outside EU
and EEA areas. Essentially, it prevents the use of people’s data without their consent.
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Respondents distinguished between the use of social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, WhatsApp, and
LinkedIn), on the one hand, which they saw as public space, viewable to others, where they could be
contacted, and email, on the other hand, which they saw as a private realm sealed off from the public.

The Internet: Positives and negatives
The doctors in the focus group held varying views of the Internet and its uses, ranging from utmost positivity to strong negativity. Some hailed the benefits of the Internet. One pointed to how its use made
things easier, shortened distances, and gained valuable time, casting doubt on the very possibility of
living without it in today’s world.
As evidence of the positives of using the Internet, another doctor told of how he had created an electronic program collating everything he needed in terms of medical information and files for his patients.
Thanks to the Internet, this program is accessible by him, his colleagues (to exchange information) and
his patients (to follow up on their conditions) wherever he and they happen to be. The program also
enables patients to access their own medical data exclusively, without viewing other patients’ data or
any other information that does not concern them personally.
By contrast, other doctors focused on the harm done by the Internet, and the misleading and erroneous
information it has spread far and wide – information, for example, about diseases and other health conditions, which patients access and draw erroneous conclusions, even adopting harmful “treatments.”
Doctors also emphasized the excessive attachment and dependency – which can themselves become
sicknesses – created by the Internet among its users.
Notably, one doctor mentioned a widespread discussion within global medical circles firmly rejecting
the use of WhatsApp as a medium for professional communication between doctors and patients, on
the grounds that WhatsApp messages are not official and protected documents. The discussion has
reached the point of calling on doctors to uphold their patients’ privacy, in the absence of binding laws
governing doctor-patient relationships in the Internet age.
With regard to private life, one doctor spoke of the transformation of human relationships into “virtual relationships” (even between members of the same family living under the same roof, who use
WhatsApp to communicate with one another), though he acknowledged the indisputable necessity of
using it in today’s world.
One participant summarized the Internet as a “necessary evil,” in light of both the benefits of using it
and the harmful ramifications and downsides. “It brings what’s far away closer, while pushing what’s close
farther away,” he said. “Its invention was like that of gunpowder,” added another doctor, in reference to its
equal and opposite pros and cons.

Privacy and surveillance
One doctor spoke of his selective, voluntary, and cautious use of the Internet, especially with regard to
posting materials related to his private life (e.g., photos of him in swimwear), which were visible only to
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a precisely pre-determined audience. Another noted his and others’ low level of awareness that posting
private images and opinions could cause problems of unknown, and possibly undesirable, natures. He
stressed that prosecution and accountability – even if arbitrary and distressing – may be the least of the
problems and risks faced by users. Data itself may either be positive or negative in the eyes of those
accessing it, depending on how they interpret it, which may not necessarily be how publishers intended
it to be understood. This is if the data was not edited to intimidate and extort its original publisher for
malicious purposes.
On the other hand, one doctor stated his fears of the “oddities” of using the Internet, describing himself
as “paranoid” about the vast number of images he finds of himself on the Internet, which he says he did
not post himself, and, moreover, were published without his knowledge.
In an effort to specify the “oddities” to which information circulating over the Internet is exposed, in
systematic fashion, another doctor distinguished between two types of data:
a.

Incoming information, which reaches users for unknown reasons (e.g., to provoke them into a
response, so as to implicate them in positions for which they may be held accountable), often
bearing an element of fake news and provocative material;

b.

Voluntarily outgoing information, where the entities seeking to save this information are unknown,
as are those that may wish to exploit and utilize it for purposes unknown to the user; and involuntarily outgoing information, that is, information that “concerned parties” seek to “extract” from
users’ electronic appliances for purposes of surveillance and espionage.

The doctors affirmed that users of technology are subject to extensive surveillance, and not only if they
happen to work in the public domain. As examples, they cited the precision of search engines in saving
the pages and websites visited by users, and their detailed catalogue of all searches made, let alone the
way cell phones can specify the geographical locations that their users visit, and the possibility of certain
entities (of unspecified identity and function) accessing this personal data, and perhaps eavesdropping
on individuals using their phones. One doctor mentioned his attachment to the virtual assistant “Alexa,”
developed by Amazon, and the fact he keeps it permanently switched on, despite his awareness of the
possibility of being surveilled and listened to through his cell phone.
The participants summed up by noting surveillance was not invented in the age of the Internet, but rather
has been a fact of life since antiquity. Still, technology has enabled surveillance to extend its scope wider
than ever before, to the point it does not merely violate privacy but eliminates it altogether. Nonetheless,
some stated that establishing a “governmental” and complementary system of electronic surveillance
(eavesdropping on phones; CCTV cameras; evaluating data coming from and going to Internet users)
adhering to clear and objective standards could provide a measure of public security and stability. Such
a system could also encourage citizens to set an example to be emulated by others, earning them
“good conduct certificates” qualifying them for certain privileges, and establishing a virtuous society
with their behavior within legal and ethical criteria. One doctor said he did not oppose sacrificing some
of his freedoms and privacy in exchange for the swift exposure of crimes and the benefits of safety and
security, in a kind of trade-off of two competing needs.
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Still, those same doctors also expressed their concerns about the “standardization” that would come
to characterize citizens’ behavior under such a system, which could end up turning them into “robots.”
They also raised large questions about the objec-

While ready to sacrifice some
freedoms and privacy for
more safety and security,
doctors are skeptical that
any trustworthy Lebanese
entity may engage in
surveillance with credibility
and objectivity.

tivity, integrity, and aims of the entities carrying
out surveillance – a matter that brought them
much fear. They were skeptical that any trustworthy and competent entity existed enjoying the
consensus of all Lebanese regarding its credibility
and objectivity, and possessing the ethical qualifications entitling it to determine the standards of
such a surveillance system in collaboration with
bodies representing citizens and their demands
and opinions. As one doctor put it: “To any surveillance entity, I say, ‘I know you’re watching me, but I

don’t permit you to evaluate me and use any such evaluation to deprive me of my freedom and rights’.”
In their view, surveillance is not limited to unnamed “official” and “security” entities. Instead, they use
such phrases as “those who usually undertake surveillance” or “the relevant entities.” One respondent
even spoke of “espionage entities” comparable to a “[…] center in Canada, which is the largest espionage
center in the world, used by the Americans.” Also practicing surveillance are all kinds of private Internet
service companies (e.g., Google and Facebook), on a scale that may be even wider than that conducted
by governments. Some participants said they were little affected by the surveillance practiced against
them by private companies, which in many ways exceeded that undertaken by governments, with one
saying he accepted relinquishing some of his freedoms and data in exchange for the beneficial services
provided by these companies, and that he had nothing to hide.

Personal data: Protection and exploitation
One participant spoke of how private companies had used his personal data and sold it to third parties
who benefited from it commercially and financially (by producing advertisements directed at specific
groups, tailored to match these groups’ needs and tastes) as well as politically (by obtaining data about
voting preferences), thereby reaping profits at his expense.
However, this respondent added that he had consented to the above practices when accepting the
terms and conditions for using the websites and/or applications that these companies had placed at
his disposal free of charge, after reading these terms and conditions thoroughly, or not reading them
at all, or even after simply downloading an application on his phone, as though he had thereby – with
or without his knowledge – signed an agreement permitting the companies to use his data; a fact the
companies do not hide. By contrast, another participant firmly rejected the idea of private companies
using individuals’ data without their consent in order to earn profits at their expense.
While some agreed to the use by companies of their data as individuals on the principle of benefits
versus services, they also rejected the same companies exploiting data pertaining to groups, on the
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grounds that this data enabled people to manipulate the tastes, desires, and orientations of society as a
whole, or at least of certain social groups, and to place various pressures on these groups.
Some had no objection to third parties benefiting
from their private data so long as the data were
used for scientific or research purposes, rather
than profit-making (e.g., selling data to insurance
companies or manufacturers of medicine). Others
distinguished between personal and individual

The debate of selling
aggregated patients’ data to
insurance companies did not
begin with the Internet.

data, on the one hand, and aggregated data on
the other, which is data of unspecified origin. Nobody objects when hospitals evaluate the latter form
of data to determine their medical policies and publicity campaigns. The problem emerges when
hospitals are approached to sell this data — without the consent of their patients — for profit and/or
services from a third party. Some doctor participants noted that insurance companies, for example,
have long had access to patients’ private data in exchange for providing health insurance to those
patients, without incurring anyone’s wrath. One doctor observed that these issues did not begin with
the Internet, but were in fact also discussed in the days of patients’ data being kept in paper form.

The absence of laws
The doctors participating in the focus group called for clear laws and standards governing the use of
the Internet and specifying the ways in which data produced by this use may be utilized. Such measures
were particularly important with respect to the proposed health card, which raises concerns about the
availability of infrastructure capable of securely storing vast quantities of personal data in a manner
not susceptible to hacking, especially data pertaining to sensitive subjects (such as transgenderism) or
incurable illnesses (such as HIV).
Participants

argued

that

laws

related

to

guaranteeing digital rights, including mandatory
personal consent for the use of individuals’
private data, should be adopted at the global
level, rather than be confined to some countries
and not others, on the grounds that the planet has

Laws related to digital rights
should be adopted at the
global level, rather than be
confined to some countries.

been transformed by the Internet into a world of
interlocking interests, problems, and solutions, and that human beings express the same fears and
reservations wherever they are in the world.
Finally, one doctor called on his fellow doctors to uphold their patients’ privacy, given the absence of
binding laws governing doctor-patient relationships in the Internet age.
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Key Findings
1.

Consensus that the existence of a “complementary life” on the Internet is a reality – albeit a virtual
one – parallel to physical reality, affecting the course of events offline both directly and indirectly,
in public and private life.

2.

Vague awareness of the ramifications of posting private information (personal, familial, etc.) on the
Internet, particularly on social media platforms.

3.

Vague awareness of the extent to which the virtual space accommodates practices at odds with
human rights in general, and digital rights in particular, including espionage and unwarranted surveillance.

4.

Justification by a significant proportion of society, most notably among doctors, of practices at
odds with digital rights on grounds of “upholding security and stability.”

5.

Insufficient awareness of the use of personal and professional data for commercial and political
(e.g., electoral) purposes, and near-unanimous ignorance of the principle of requiring users’ prior
agreement to the collection of their data by private companies.

6.

Limited opposition to the utilization of private data, on the grounds that it is “the price that must
be paid” in order to benefit from the Internet’s many services.

7.

Placement of responsibility for ensuring self-protection and the protection of personal data on
individuals (by taking personal measures), signaling a general mistrust towards official state
bodies, although participants recognized the role of security and judicial entities should clear laws
be adopted.

8.

Low confidence in the ability of the Lebanese state to apply laws and regulations guaranteeing
digital rights.

This study has determined, in a fundamental and substantiated manner, a growing interest in digital
affairs. However, it has also shown that individuals do not adopt technical and legal controls to protect
their privacy and ensure their safety. Their awareness of the dangers arising from their unrestricted
activity in the digital space is limited, even among some working in the technology field. The study also
demonstrated a lack of knowledge of the legal procedures available to guarantee their safety and privacy, which may win them their rights in the event they suffer violations.
The study showed the impact of the absence of effective laws governing personal and professional
practices in the digital space on the private and professional lives of individuals, and on the behavior of
professional groups. In the absence of these laws, there is no guarantee of the propriety of professionals’
practices vis-à-vis those benefiting from their services. Neither does anything shield people from the
harm they may be exposed to as a result of lawlessness, nor help them obtain their rights in the event
of any harm.
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The study also highlighted a general conviction that, at the time of writing this report, Lebanon’s official authorities play no role in enforcing the digital rights of citizens. Aside from surveillance practices
focused on closely monitoring the behavior of individuals on social media networks, carried out by
security agencies, the Lebanese state does nothing to strengthen the digital rights of citizens, despite
demands from all kinds of professional groups and individuals that it do so, by preparing, approving,
and enforcing relevant regulations.
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